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THE FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA OF JACQUET-RALLIS IN
POSITIVE CHARACTERISTICS
ZHIWEI YUN
Abstract. We prove both the group version and the Lie algebra version of the
Fundamental Lemma appearing in a relative trace formula of Jacquet-Rallis
in the function field case when the characteristic is greater than the rank of
the relevant groups.
1. Introduction
1.1. The conjecture of Jacquet-Rallis and its variant. In the paper [9],
Jacquet and Rallis proposed an approach to the Gross-Prosad conjecture for uni-
tary groups using relative trace formula. In establishing the relative trace formula,
they needed a form of the Fundamental Lemma comparing the orbital integrals of
the standard test functions on the symmetric space GLn(E)/GLn(F ) and on the
unitary group Un(F ), here E/F is an unramified extension of the local field F with
odd residue characteristic. They explicitly stated (up to sign) a Lie algebra version
of this Fundamental Lemma as a conjecture and verified it for n ≤ 3 by explicit
computation. Following this idea, Wei Zhang [13] stated the Lie group version of
this Fundamental Lemma as a conjecture and verified it for n ≤ 3.
Let σ be the Galois involution of E fixing F . Let ηE/F : F
× → {±1} be the
quadratic character associated to the extension E/F . Let Sn(F ) be the subset of
GLn(E) consisting of A such that Aσ(A) = 1; let Un(F ) be the unitary group
associated with the Hermitian space En with trivial disciminant. We also need
the Lie algebra counterparts of the above spaces. Let sn(F ) be the set of n-by-n
matrices with entries in E− (purely imaginary elements in the quadratic extension
E/F ); let un(F ) be the set of n-by-n skew-Hermitian matrices with entries in E (the
Hermitian form on En has trivial discriminant). For a subset of K ⊂ gln(E), let
1K deonte the characteristic function of K. The two versions of the Jacquet-Rallis
conjecture are the following identities of orbital integrals:
1.1.1. Conjecture.
(1) (Jacquet-Rallis, [9]) For strongly regular semisimple elements (see Defini-
tion 2.2.1) A ∈ sn(F ) and A′ ∈ un(F ) that match each other (see Definition
2.5.1), we have:
(1.1.1) O
GLn−1,η
A (1sn(OF )) = (−1)
v(A)O
Un−1
A′ (1un(OF )).
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(2) (Wei Zhang) For strongly regular semisimple elements A ∈ Sn(F ) and A′ ∈
Un(F ) that match each other (same notion as above), we have:
(1.1.2) O
GLn−1,η
A (1Sn(OF )) = (−1)
v(A)O
Un−1
A′ (1Un(OF )).
Here, for elements A,A′ ∈ gln(E), and smooth compactly supported functions
f, f ′ on gln(E),
O
GLn−1,η
A (f) =
∫
GLn−1(F )
f(g−1Ag)ηE/F (det(g))dg
O
Un−1
A′ (f
′) =
∫
Un−1(F )
f ′(g−1A′g)dg
For the definition of v(A), see Definition 2.2.2.
In the above two situations, if A does not match any A′, then the LHS of (1.1.1)
or (1.1.2) is zero.
Let Hn(F ) be the set of Hermitian matrices in GLn(E) and hn(F ) be the set
of n-by-n Hermitian matrices in gln(E) with respect to the chosen Hermitian form
with triival disciminant. We have the following variant of the Conjecture 1.1.1:
1.1.2. Conjecture.
(1) For strongly regular semisimple elements A ∈ gln(F ) and A
′ ∈ hn(F ) that
match each other (in the similar sense as Definition 2.5.1), we have
(1.1.3) O
GLn−1,η
A (1gln(OF )) = (−1)
v(A)O
Un−1
A′ (1hn(OF )).
(2) For strongly regular semisimple elements A ∈ GLn(F ) and A′ ∈ Hn(F )
that match each other, we have
(1.1.4) O
GLn−1,η
A (1GLn(OF )) = (−1)
v(A)O
Un−1
A′ (1Hn(OF )).
(3) In the above two situations, if A does not match any A′, then the LHS of
(1.1.3) or (1.1.4) is zero.
1.2. Main results. The main purpose of the paper is to prove the above Conjec-
tures in the case F is a local function field (i.e., of the form k((̟)) for some finite
field k) and char(F ) > n (see Corollary 2.7.2).
We first do some reductions. In fact, as observed by Xinyi Yuan, (1.1.3) is sim-
ply equivalent to Conjecture (1.1.1) because multiplication by a purely imaginary
element in E−\0 interchanges the situation. In Proposition 2.6.1, we show that
the group version (1.1.2) follows from the Lie algebra version (1.1.1) for any F
(of any characteristic); the same argument shows that (1.1.4) follows from (1.1.3).
Therefore, the orbital integral identity (1.1.1) for Lie algebras implies all the other
identities, for any F . Moreover, the vanishing result in Conjecture 1.1.1(3) and
1.1.2(3) follows from a cancellation argument (see Lemma 2.5.3).
To prove (1.1.1) in the case char(F ) > n, we follow the strategy of the proof
of the Langlands-Shelstad Fundamental Lemma in the Lie algebra and function
field case, which is recently finished by Ngoˆ Bao Chaˆu ([12]), building on the work
of many mathematicians over the past thirty years. The geometry involved in
the Langlands-Shelstad Fundamental Lemma consists of a local part—the affine
Springer fibers (cf. [6]) and a global part—the Hitchin fibration (cf. Ngoˆ [11], [12]).
Roughly speaking, the motives of the affine Springer fibers, after taking Frobenius
traces, give the orbital integrals; the motives of the Hitchin fibers can be written as
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a product of the motives of affine Springer fibers. The advantage of passing from
local to global is that we can control the “bad” (non-computable) orbital integrals
by “nice” (computable) orbital integrals, using global topological machinery such
as perverse sheaves.
In the following two subsections, we reformulate Conjecture 1.1.1(1) using local
and global moduli spaces, and indicate the main ideas of the proof.
1.3. The local reformulation. As the first step towards a local reformulation, we
translate the problem of computing orbital integrals into that of counting lattices.
In [9], the authors introduced (2n − 1)-invariants associated to an element A ∈
gln(E) with respect to the conjugation action of GLn−1(E). Here the embedding
GLn−1(E) →֒ GLn(E) is given by a splitting of the vector space En = En−1 ⊕ E.
The splitting gives a distinguished vector e0 (which spans the one dimension direct
summand) and a distinguished covector e∗0 (the projection to Ee0). In this paper,
we use a different (but equivalent) set of invariants a = (a1, · · · , an) and b =
(b0, · · · , bn−1) for A: the ai’s are the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial
of A and bi = e
∗
0A
ie0 (so that b0 = 1). We say that A ∈ sn(F ) and A′ ∈ un(F )
match each other if they have the same collection of invariants viewed as elements
in gln(E).
We fix a collection of invariants (a, b) which is integral and strongly regular
semisimple (see Definition 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.2.4). Then we can associate a finite
flat OF -algebra Ra (see §2.2). The invariants b gives an Ra-linear embedding γa,b :
Ra →֒ R∨a = HomOF (Ra,OF ). We can rewrite the LHS of (1.1.1) as
O
GLn−1,η
A (1sn(OF )) = ±
∑
i
(−1)i#M loci,a,b
where eachM loci,a,b is the set ofRa-lattices Λ such thatRa ⊂ Λ ⊂ R
∨
a and lengOF (R
∨
a :
Λ) = i (see Notation 1.6.1).
The E-vector space Ra(E) = Ra ⊗OF E carries a natural Hermitian form given
also by b. Similarly, we can rewrite the RHS of (1.1.1) as
O
Un−1
A′ (1un(OF )) = #N
loc
a,b
where N loca,b is the set of Ra(OE)-lattices Λ
′, self-dual under the Hermitian form,
and Ra(OE) ⊂ Λ′ ⊂ R∨a (OE).
When F is a function field with residue field k, there are obvious moduli spaces
of lattices Mloci,a,b and N
loc
a,b defined over k such that M
loc
i,a,b and N
loc
a,b are the set of
k-points of Mloci,a,b and N
loc
a,b . By Lefschetz trace formula for schemes over k, the
Conjecture 1.1.1 is a consequence of the following theorem, which is the main local
result of the paper
Main Theorem (Local Part). Suppose char(F ) = char(k) > max{n, 2} and
ηE/F (∆a,b) = 1. Then there is an isomorphism of graded Frobk-modules:
valF (∆a,b)⊕
i=0
H∗(Mloci,a,b ⊗k k,Qℓ(ηk′/k)
⊗i) ∼= H∗(N loca,b ⊗k k,Qℓ)
For more details on the notation, see §2.7. This theorem is deduced from the
global Main Theorem, which we shall give an overview in the next subsection.
We point out that there are several easy cases of the Conjecture 1.1.1 which are
verified in §2.5 without any restriction on F .
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1.4. The global approach. The global geometry related to the Jacquet-Rallis
Fundamental Lemma is the modified versions of Hitchin moduli spaces for the
groups GLn and Un. The geometry of Hitchin fibrations is studied in great detail
by Ngoˆ [12] and Laumon-Ngoˆ [10], the latter treats the unitary group case and is
especially important for the purpose of this paper.
We fix a smooth projective and geometrically connected curve X over k; to study
the unitary group, we also fix an e´tale double cover X ′ → X . We fix two effect
divisors D and D0 on X of large enough degrees.
We introduce the stackM, classifying quadruples (E , φ, λ, µ) where E is a vector
bundle of rank n; φ is a Higgs field on E ; λ : OX(−D0)→ E is the global counterpart
of the distinguished vector e0 and µ : E → OX(D0) the global counterpart of the
distinguished covector e∗0. The stack M is the disjoint union of Mi (i ∈ Z),
according to the degree of E .
We also introduce the stack N , classifying quadruples (E ′, h, φ′, µ′) where E ′ is
a vector bundle of rank n on X ′; h is a Hermitian structure on E ′; φ′ is a skew-
Hermitian Higgs field on E ′ and µ′ : E → OX′(D0) is the distinguished covector
(the distinguished vector is determined by µ′ using the Hermitian structure).
BothMi and N fiber over the “Hitchin base” A×B, classifying global invariants
(a, b). In §3, we prove the following geometric properties of these moduli spaces
• (Proposition 3.2.6 and 3.3.2) Over the locus Aint × B×, Minti (for “non-
extremal” i) and N int are smooth schemes over k and the “Hitchin maps”
f inti :M
int
i → A
int × B× and gint : N int → Aint × B× are proper;
• (Proposition 3.5.2) Fix a Serre invariant δ ≥ 1 (see §3.5), for deg(D) and
deg(D0) large enough, the restrictions of f
int
i and g
int to A≤δ × B× are
small (cf. Notation 1.6.6);
• (Proposition 3.4.1 and 3.4.2) The fibers Mi,a,b and Na,b can be written as
products of local moduli spaces Mxix,ax,bx and N
x
ax,bx
defined in a similar
way as Mloci,a,b and N
loc
a,b .
The global part of the Main Theorem is
Main Theorem (Global Part). Fix δ ≥ 1,deg(D) ≥ cδ and n(deg(D0)−g+1) ≥
δ + gY . Then there is a natural isomorphism in D
b
c(A
≤δ × B×):
(1.4.1)
d⊕
i=−d
f inti,∗Ld−i|A≤δ×B× ∼= g
int
∗ Qℓ|A≤δ×B× .
Here d = n(n − 1) deg(D)/2 + n deg(D0); Ld−i is a local system of rank one
and order two on Minti (see §4.1), which is a geometric analogue of the factor
ηE/F (det(g)) appearing in the orbital integral O
GLn−1,η
A (1sn(OF )).
The smallness of f inti and g
int over A≤δ × B× and the smoothness of Minti and
N int are the essential geometric properties that enable one to prove the above
theorem. In fact, these two properties imply that both sides are middle extensions
of some local system on some dense open subset of A≤δ×B×, and to verify (1.4.1),
we only need to restrict to a nice open dense subset where both sides are explicitly
computable.
However, there is one technical difficulty. The schemes Minti are visibly smooth
only for “non-extremal” i’s (see Proposition 3.2.6 for the range of i where Minti is
proved to be smooth), therefore the above argument only works for these i’s. To
get around this difficulty, we enlarge D0 and compare the moduli spaces defined
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by two different D0’s. Indices i which are extremal for the original D0 become
non-extremal for the new D0. Details are given in §4.4.
Finally, we use the global part of the Main Theorem to prove the local part.
We identify F with the local field associated to a k-point x0 on the curve X . For
local invariants (a0, b0), we may choose global invariants (a, b) such that the global
moduli spaces Mi,a,b and Na,b, when expressed as product of local moduli spaces,
are very simple away from x0. Taking the Frobenius traces of the two sides of
(1.4.1) and using the product formulae, we get a formula of the following form
Tr(Frobk,Mx0) ·
∏
x 6=x0
Tr(Frobk,Mx) = Tr(Frobk, Nx0) ·
∏
x 6=x0
Tr(Frobk, Nx)
whereMx and Nx are the cohomology groups of the relevant local moduli spaces. It
is easy to show Tr(Frobk,Mx) = Tr(Frobk, Nx) for all x 6= x0, but to conclude that
Tr(Frobk,Mx0) = Tr(Frobk, Nx0), which is what we need, it remains to make sure
that the terms Tr(Frobk, Nx) are nonzero for all x 6= x0. This is another technical
difficulty of the paper, and is responsible for the length of §5.2.
1.5. Plan of the paper. In §2, we first fix notations and introduce the invariants
(a, b). We then reformulate the problem into counting of lattices in §2.3 and §2.4.
We verify a few simple cases of Conjecture 1.1.1 in §2.5, including Conjecture
1.1.1(3). We deduce the group version Conjecture 1.1.1(2) from the Lie algebra
version Conjecture 1.1.1(1) in §2.6. Except for §2.7, we work with no restrictions
on F .
In §3, we introduce the global moduli spacesMi andN and study their geometric
properties.
In §4, we formulate and prove the global part of the Main Theorem. To this end,
we need to study perverse sheaves on the symmetric powers of curves, especially the
“binomial expansion” formula (Lemma 4.2.3), which demystifies the decomposition
(1.4.1).
In §5, we deduce the local part of the Main Theorem from the global part.
1.6. Notations.
1.6.1. Let O be a commutative ring. For a scheme X over O or an O-module M ,
and an O-algebra R, we let X(R) be the R-points of X and M(R) :=M ⊗O R.
For a DVR O and two full rank O-lattice Λ1,Λ2 in some Frac(O)-vector space
V , we define the relative length lengO(Λ1 : Λ2) to be
lengO(Λ1 : Λ2) := lengO(Λ1/Λ1 ∩ Λ2)− lengO(Λ2/Λ1 ∩ Λ2)
where lengO(−) denotes the usual length of a torsion O-module.
1.6.2. Coherent sheaves are denoted by the calligraphic letters E ,F ,L, · · · ; con-
structible Qℓ-complexes are denoted by the capital letters L,K, · · · .
1.6.3. From §3, we will work with a fixed smooth base curve X over a field k. For
a morphism p : Y → X and a closed point x ∈ X , we denote by OY,x the completed
semilocal ring of OY along p−1(x).
If Y is a Gorenstein curve, let ωY/X be the relative dualizing sheaf
ωY/X = ωY/k ⊗ p
∗ω−1X/k.
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For a coherent sheaf F on Y , let F∨ = HomY (F , ωY/X) be the (underived)
Grothendieck-Serre dual. When we work over an extra parameter scheme S so
that p : Y → X × S, then ∨ means HomY (−, ωY/X×S).
1.6.4. For an e´tale double cover (a finite e´tale map of degree 2) π : X ′ → X of
a scheme X , we decompose the sheaf π∗Qℓ into ±1-eigenspaces under the natural
action of Z/2 ∼= Aut(X ′/X):
π∗Qℓ = Qℓ ⊕ L.
The the rank one local system L satisfies L⊗2 ∼= Qℓ. We call L the local system
associated to the e´tale double cover π.
1.6.5. We use the terminology “middle extension” in a non-strict way. If K is a
Qℓ-complex on a scheme X , we say K is a middle extension on X if for some (and
hence any) smooth open dense subset j : U →֒ X over which K is a local system
placed at degree n, we have
K ∼= j!∗(j
∗K[n+ dimX ])[−n− dimX ].
1.6.6. Recall from [7, §6.2] that a proper surjective morphism f : Y → X between
irreducible schemes over an algebraically closed field Ω is called small if for any
r ≥ 1, we have
(1.6.1) codimX{x ∈ X | dim f
−1(x) ≥ r} ≥ 2r + 1.
We will use this terminology in a loose way: we will not require Y to be irreducible
(but we do require all other conditions). This is just for notational convenience.
The main property that we will use about small morphisms is:
If Y/Ω is smooth and equidimensional, then f∗Qℓ is a middle extension on X.
1.6.7. For a finite field k, we denote by Frobk the geometric Frobenius element in
Gal(k/k).
Acknowledgment. The author would like to thank Xinyi Yuan and Wei Zhang
for suggesting the problem and for helpful discussions. He also thanks Joseph
Bernstein, Julia Gordon, Yifeng Liu and Shou-Wu Zhang for useful suggestions.
Different parts of this work were conceived during the workshop on Trace Formula
held in Columbia University in Dec. 2008, and the AIM workshop on Relative
Trace formula and Periods of Automorphic Forms in Aug. 2009. The author would
like to thank the organizers of these workshops.
2. Local formulation
2.1. The setting. Let F be a non-Archimedean local field with valuation ring
OF , uniformizing parameter ̟ and residue field k = Fq such that q is odd. Let
E be either the unramified quadratic extension of F (in which case we call E/F
is nonsplit) or E = F × F (in which case we call E/F is split). Let OE be the
valuation ring of E and k′ be the residue algebra of k. Let σ be the generator of
Gal(E/F ). Let ηE/F : F
×/NmE× → {±1} be the quadratic character associated
to the extension E/F : this is trivial if and only if E/F is split. We decompose E
and OE according into eigenspaces of σ:
E = F ⊕ E−; OE = OF ⊕O
−
E
where σ acts on E− and O−E by −1.
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We fix a free OF -module W of rank (n − 1). Let V = W ⊕ OF · e0 be a free
OF -module of rank n with a distinguished element e0 and let e∗0 : V → OF be
the projection along W such that e∗0(e0) = 1. Let W
∨ = HomOF (W,OF ) and
V ∨ = HomOF (V,OF ).
Let GLn−1 = GL(W ) and GLn = GL(V ) be the general linear groups over OF .
We have the natural embedding GLn−1 →֒ GLn as block-diagonal matrices:
A 7→
(
A
1
)
Let gln be the Lie algebra (over OF ) of GLn consisting of OF -linear operators
on V . Let
sn(OF ) := {A ∈ gln(OE)|A+ σ(A) = 0}.
Then sn(F ) is be the subset of gln(E) consisting of matrices with entries in E
−.
The group GLn acts on sn by conjugation.
Let (·, ·) be a Hermitian form on W with trivial discriminant and extend this
to a Hermitian form on V by requiring that (W, e0) = 0 and (e0, e0) = 1. These
Hermitian forms define unitary groups Un−1 = U(W, (·, ·)) and Un = U(V, (·, ·))
over OF . We also have the natural embedding Un−1 →֒ Un as block-diagonal
matrices:
A 7→
(
A
1
)
Let un be the Lie algebra (over OF ) of Un, i.e.,
un(OF ) = {A ∈ gln(OE)|A+ A
# = 0}
where A# is the adjoint of A under the Hermitian form (·, ·). Then Un acts on un
by conjugation.
2.2. The invariants. For any A ∈ gln(E), and i = 1, · · · , n, let
ai(A) := Tr(
i∧
A)
be the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of A, i.e.,
det(t idV −A) = t
n +
n∑
i=1
(−1)iai(A)t
n−i.
For i = 0, · · · , n− 1, let
bi(A) = e
∗
0(A
ie0).
so that b0 = 1. The 2n-tuple (a(A), b(A)) of elements in E are called the invariants
of A ∈ gln(E). It is easy to check that these are invariants of gln(E) under the
conjugation action by GLn−1(E).
2.2.1. Definition. An element A ∈ gln(E) is said to be strongly regular semisimple
with respect to the GLn−1(E)-action, if
(1) A is regular semisimple as an element of gln(E);
(2) the vectors {e0, Ae0, · · · , An−1e0} form an E-basis of V (E);
(3) the vectors {e∗0, e0A, · · · , e
∗
0A
n−1} form an E-basis of V ∨(E).
2.2.2. Definition. For A ∈ gln(E), define v(A) ∈ Z to be the F -valuation of the
n-by-n matrix formed by the row vectors {e∗0, e
∗
0A, · · · , e
∗
0A
n−1} under an OF -basis
of V ∨.
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For a collection of invariants (a, b) ∈ E2n (we allow general b0 ∈ E, not just 1),
we introduce a finite E-algebra
Ra(E) := E[t]/(t
n − a1t
n−1 + · · ·+ (−1)nan)
Let R∨a (E) := HomE(Ra(E), E) be its linear dual, which is naturally an Ra(E)-
module. The data of b gives the following element b′ ∈ R∨a (E):
b′ : Ra(E) → E(2.2.1)
ti 7→ bi, i = 0, 1, · · · , n− 1.
which induces an Ra(E)-linear homomorphism
γ′a,b : Ra(E)→ R
∨
a (E).
In other words, γ′a,b is given by the pairing:
Ra(E)⊗E Ra(E) → E(2.2.2)
(x, y) 7→ b′(xy).
2.2.3. Definition. The ∆-invariant ∆a,b of the collection (a, b) ∈ E2n is the de-
terminant of the map γ′a,b under the E-basis {1, t, · · · , t
n−1} of Ra(E) and the
corresponding dual basis of R∨a (E).
It is easy to see that for A ∈ gln(E) with invariants (a, b), ∆a,b is the determinant
of the matrix (e∗0A
i+je0)0≤i,j≤n.
2.2.4. Lemma. Let A ∈ gln(E) with invariants (a, b) ∈ E
2n. Then A is strongly
regular semisimple if and only if
(1) Ra(E) is an e´tale algebra over E;
(2) ∆a,b 6= 0; i.e., γ′a,b : Ra(E)→ R
∨
a (E) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Condition (1) is equivalent to that A is regular semisimple as an element of
gln(E). Condition (2) is equivalent to that the matrix (e
∗
0A
i+je0)0≤i,j≤n is nonde-
generate. Since this matrix is the product of the two matrices (e∗0, e
∗
0A, · · · , e
∗
0A
n−1)
and (e0, Ae0, · · · , An−1e0), the nondegeneracy of (e∗0A
i+je0)0≤i,j≤n is equivalent to
the nondegeneracy of (e∗0, e
∗
0A, · · · , e
∗
0A
n−1) and (e0, Ae0, · · · , An−1e0), which are
the last two conditions of Definition 2.2.1. 
2.2.5. Remark. From the above Lemma, we see that the strong regular semisim-
plicity of A ∈ gln(E) is in fact a property of its invariants (a, b). Therefore, we
call a collection of invariants (a, b) strongly regular semisimple, if it satisfies the
conditions in Lemma 2.2.4.
If the invariants (a, b) are elements in OE , we get a canonical OE-form Ra(OE)
of Ra(E) by setting
(2.2.3) Ra(OE) := OE [t]/(t
n − a1t
n−1 + · · ·+ (−1)nan)
Let R∨a (OE) = HomOE (Ra(OE),OE) be its dual. Then γ
′
a,b restricts to an Ra(OE)-
linear map
γ′a,b : Ra(OE)→ R
∨
a (OE).
For A ∈ sn(F ) or un(F ) with invariants (a, b), it is obvious that ai, bi ∈ Eσ(−1)
i
.
Suppose further more that ai, bi ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E . We extend the involution σ on OE to
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an involution σR on Ra(OE) by requiring σR(t) = −t. The involution σR defines
an OF -form of Ra(OE):
Ra := Ra(OE)
σR
Let R∨a := HomOF (Ra,OF ). The map γ
′
a,b restricts to an Ra-linear homomorphism
(2.2.4) γa,b : Ra → R
∨
a .
and γ′a,b = γa,b ⊗OF OE . Since Ra is an OF -form of Ra(OE) defined before, there
is no confusion in using the notations Ra(OE) or Ra(E) (cf. Notation 1.6.1).
2.3. Orbital integrals for sn(F ). Let A ∈ sn(F ) be strongly regular semisimple
with invariants (a, b). Let
O
GLn−1,η
A (1sn(OF )) :=
∫
GLn−1(F )
1sn(OF )(g
−1Ag)ηE/F (det(g))dg
where dg is the Haar measure on sn(F ) such that vol(sn(OF ), dg) = 1 and 1sn(OF )
is the characteristic function of sn(OF ) ⊂ sn(F ).
2.3.1. Remark. It is easy to see if the orbital integral O
GLn−1,η
A (1sn(OF )) 6= 0, then
ai, bi ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E .
Now we suppose (a, b) is strongly regular semisimple and ai, bi ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E . We
view Ra as a sublattice of R
∨
a via the map γa,b : Ra →֒ R
∨
a . Then
lengOF (R
∨
a : Ra) = valF (∆a,b).
For each integer 0 ≤ i ≤ valF (∆a,b), let
M loci,a,b := {Ra-lattices Λ|Ra ⊂ Λ ⊂ R
∨
a and lengOF (R
∨
a : Λ) = i}
2.3.2. Proposition. Let A ∈ sn(F ) be strongly regular semisimple with invariants
ai, bi ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E , then
O
GLn−1,η
A (1sn(OF )) = ηE/F (̟)
v(A)
valF (∆a,b)∑
i=0
ηE/F (̟)
i#M loci,a,b.
Proof. By Definition 2.2.1(2), we have a σ-equivariant E-linear isomorphism:
ι′ : Ra(E)
∼
→ V (E)(2.3.1)
ti 7→ Aie0.(2.3.2)
Therefore ι′ restrict to an F -linear isomorphism
ι : Ra(F )
∼
→ V (F ).
Define Ra,W := Ra ∩ ι−1(W (F )) and R∨a,W := R
∨
a ∩ ι
−1(W (F )). We define some
auxiliary sets
Xi,A := {g ∈ GLn−1(F )/GLn−1(OF )|g
−1Ag ∈ sn(OF ), valF (det(g)) = i};
X ′i,A := {OF -lattices L ⊂W (F )|A(L) ⊂ O
−
EL, lengOF (L :W ) = i};
MWi,a,b := {OF -lattices ΛW ⊂ Ra,W (F )|ΛW ⊕OF 1R ⊂ Ra(F ) is stable under Ra,
lengOF (R
∨
a,W : ΛW ) = i}.
where 1R ∈ Ra is the identity element.
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Note that the group GLn−1(F ) acts transitively on the set of OF -lattices in
W (F ) by left translation, and the stabilizer of W equal to GLn−1(OF ). Therefore
we get a bijection
Xi,A
∼
→ X ′i,A
g 7→ gW.
We identify Ra
γ
→֒ R∨a both as OF -lattices in V (E) via ι. Observe that
lengOF (R
∨
a,W :W ) = lengOF (R
∨
a : V ) = v(A),
therefore we have a bijection
MWv(A)−i,a,b
∼
→ X ′i,A
ΛW 7→ ι(ΛW ).
Finally we have a bijection
MWi,a,b
∼
→ M loci,a,b
ΛW 7→ ΛW ⊕OF 1R.
We check this is a bijection. On one hand, for ΛW ∈MWi,a,b, we have
Ra ⊂ Ra(ΛW ⊕OF 1R) ⊂ ΛW ⊕OF 1R.
We also have
b′(Ra(ΛW ⊕OF 1R)) ⊂ b
′(ΛW ⊕OF 1R) ⊂ OF ,
therefore ΛW ⊕OF 1R ⊂ R∨a . This verifies ΛW ⊕OF 1R ∈M
loc
i,a,b.
On the other hand, we have to make sure that every Λ ∈ M loci,a,b has the form
Λ = ΛW ⊕ OF 1R for some lattice ΛW ⊂ Ra,W (F ), i.e., OF 1R ⊂ Λ is saturated.
But we can factorize the identity map on OF as
OF
17→1R−−−−→ Ra
γ
−→ R∨a
ev(1R)
−−−−→ OF .
Therefore for Ra ⊂ Λ ⊂ R∨a , OF 1R ⊂ Λ is always saturated.
Now that we have set up a bijection between Xi,A and M
loc
v(A)−i,a,b, we have
O
GLn−1,η
A (1sn(OF )) =
∑
i
ηE/F (̟)
i#Xi,A
= ηE/F (̟)
v(A)
∑
i
ηE/F (̟)
i#M loci,a,b.

2.4. Orbital integrals for un(F ).
2.4.1. Remark. It is easy to see if the orbital integral O
Un−1
A (1sn(OF )) 6= 0, then
ai, bi ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E .
Now we suppose (a, b) is strongly regular semisimple and ai, bi ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E . We
identify Ra(OE) as a sublattice of R∨a (OE) via γ
′
a,b. Recall from (2.3.1) that we
have an isomorphism ι′ : Ra(E)
∼
→ V (E). The transport of the Hermitian form
(·, ·) to Ra(E) via ι′ is given by:
(2.4.1) (x, y)R = b
′(xσR(y)).
where b′ : Ra(E)→ E is defined in (2.2.1).
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2.4.2. Remark. Since the Hermitian form (·, ·) has trivial discriminant, so is (·, ·)R.
Therefore if A′ ∈ un(F ) has invariants (a, b), then ηE/F (∆a,b) = 1.
Recall that for an OE-lattice Λ′ ⊂ Ra(E), the dual lattice under the Hermitian
form (·, ·)R is the OE-lattice
Λ′⊥ := {x ∈ Ra(E)|(x,Λ
′)R ⊂ OE}.
Such a lattice is called self-dual (under the given Hermitian form) if Λ′⊥ = Λ′.
Comparing with the pairing (2.2.2), it is easy to see that R∨a (OE) is the dual of
Ra(OE) under the Hermitian form (·, ·)R. We define
N loca,b := {self-dual Ra(OE)-lattices Λ
′|Ra(OE) ⊂ Λ
′ ⊂ R∨a (OE)}.
2.4.3. Proposition. Let A′ ∈ un(F ) be strongly regular semisimple with invariants
ai, bi ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E , then
O
Un−1
A′ (1un(OF )) = #N
loc
a,b .
Proof. The argument is similar as the proof of Proposition 2.3.2. Let
YA′ = {g ∈ Un−1(F )/Un−1(OF )|g
−1A′g ∈ un(OF )}.
Then Un−1(F ) acts transitively on the set of self-dual OE-lattices in W (E), such
that the stabilizer of W (OE) is Un−1(OF ). Therefore we get a bijection
YA′
∼
→ N loca,b
g 7→ ι′−1(gW (OE))⊕OE1R.
Hence
O
Un−1
A′ (1un(OF )) = #YA′ = #N
loc
a,b .

2.5. The Fundamental Lemma and simple cases.
2.5.1. Definition. Two strongly regular semisimple elements A ∈ sn(F ) and A′ ∈
un(F ) are said to match each other, if they have the same invariants.
Now we have explained all the notions appearing in Conjecture 1.1.1. By Propo-
sition 2.3.2 and 2.4.3, the Conjecture 1.1.1(1)(3) are implied by
2.5.2. Conjecture. For any strongly regular semisimple collection of invariants
(a, b) such that ai, bi ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E (in particular we allow arbitrary b0 ∈ OF ), we
have
(2.5.1)
valF (∆a,b)∑
i=0
ηE/F (̟)
i#M loci,a,b = #N
loc
a,b .
In the rest of this subsection, we prove some easy cases of the Conjecture 2.5.2
by straight-forward counting argument.
2.5.3. Lemma. The Conjecture 2.5.2 is true if ηE/F (∆a,b) 6= 1, in which case both
sides of (2.5.1) are zero. In particular, Conjecture 1.1.1(3) holds.
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Proof. The situation ηE/F (∆a,b) 6= 1 happens if and only if E/F is nonsplit and
valF (∆a,b) = lengOF (R
∨
a : Ra) is odd. In this case, lengOE (R
∨
a (OE) : Ra(OE)) is
odd, therefore there are no self-dual lattices in Ra(E), i.e., N
loc
a,b = ∅.
Now we show that the LHS of (2.5.1) is also zero. For an OF -lattice Λ ∈ Ra(F ),
the linear dual Λ∨ = HomOF (Λ,OF ) can be naturally viewed as another OF -lattice
of Ra(F ) via the identification γa,b : Ra(F )
∼
→ R∨a (F ). It is easy to check that if Λ
is stable under multiplication by Ra, the same is true for Λ
∨. This operation sets
up a bijection
(−)∨ :M loci,a,b
∼
→M locvalF (∆a,b)−i,a,b.
Since E/F is nonsplit and valF (∆a,b) is odd, then by Proposition 2.3.2
∑
i
(−1)i#M loci,a,b =
⌊valF (∆a,b)/2⌋∑
i=0
(−1)i(#M loci,a,b −#M
loc
valF (∆a,b)−i,a,b
) = 0.
This completes the proof. 
2.5.4. Remark. In [9], Jacquet-Rallis showed that every strongly regular semisimple
A′ ∈ un(F ) matches some A ∈ sn(F ); conversely, a strongly regular semisimple
A ∈ sn(F ) matches some A′ ∈ un(F ) if and only if ηE/F (∆a,b) = 1, where (a, b) are
the invariants of A. We have seen from Lemma 2.5.3 that if A ∈ sn(F ) does not
match any element in un(F ), then O
GLn−1,η
A (1sn(OF )) = 0. This vanishing result
was also conjectured in [9].
2.5.5. Lemma. The Conjecture 2.5.2 is true if E/F is split.
Proof. Fix an isomorphism E ∼= F ⊕ F such that σ interchanges the two factors.
Using this, we can identify Ra(E) is with Ra(F )⊕Ra(F ) and the Hermitian form
(·, ·)R takes the form:
(x⊕ y, x′ ⊕ y′)R = b(xy
′)⊕ b(x′y) ∈ E, x, y, x′, y′ ∈ Ra(F ).
Therefore each Ra(OE)-lattice Ra(OE) ⊂ Λ′ ⊂ R∨a (OE) has the form Λ
′ = Λ1⊕Λ2,
with Ra ⊂ Λi ⊂ R∨a . The self-duality requirement is equivalent to Λ2 = γ
−1
a,b(Λ
∨
1 )
(note that Λ∨1 ⊂ R
∨
a (F ) and recall the isomorphism γa,b : Ra(F )
∼
→ R∨a (F )). In
this way, we get a bijection
valF (∆a,b)∐
i=0
M loci,a,b
∼
→ N loca,b
Λ 7→ Λ⊕ γ−1a,b(Λ
∨).
Therefore, ∑
i
#M loci,a,b = #N
loc
a,b ,
which verifies Conjecture 2.5.2 in the split case because ηE/F is trivial. 
2.5.6. Lemma. The Conjecture 2.5.2 is true if Ra is a product of DVRs.
Proof. By reducing to the lattice-counting problems, it is clear that it suffices to deal
with the caseRa is a DVR. Since we already dealt with the split case, we may assume
E/F is nonsplit. Let k(Ra) be the residue field of Ra and ̟R be a uniformizing
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parameter of Ra. Then R
∨
a = ̟
−d
R Ra for some integer d = lengRa(R
∨
a : Ra). We
have
(2.5.2) valF (∆a,b) = lengOF (R
∨
a : Ra) = d[k(Ra) : k]
We already solve the case when valF (∆a,b) is odd in Lemma 2.5.3 and when E/F is
split in Lemma 2.5.5. Now suppose valF (∆a,b) is even and E/F is nonsplit. In this
case, either d or [k(Ra) : k] has to be even. Let us explicitly count the cardinalities
of M loci,a,b and N
loc
a,b .
On one hand, the only Ra-lattices which sit between Ra and R
∨
a are ̟
−j
R Ra for
0 ≤ j ≤ d, and lengOF (R
∨
a : ̟
−j
R Ra) = (d− j)[k(Ra) : k]. Therefore∑
i
(−1)i#M loci,a,b =
d∑
j=0
(−1)(d−j)[k(Ra):k] =
{
d+ 1 [k(Ra) : k] even;
1 [k(Ra) : k] odd.
On the other hand, if [k(Ra) : k] is odd and d is even, Ra(OE) remains a DVR,
therefore ̟
−d/2
R Ra(OE) is the unique self-dual Ra(OE) lattice between Ra(OE)
and R∨a (OE) = ̟
−d
R Ra(OE). If [k(Ra) : k] is even, then we can identify Ra(OE)
∼=
Ra ⊕ Ra such that σR acts by interchanging the two factors. In this case N loca,b
consists of lattices ̟−jR Ra ⊕̟
−d+j
R Ra for 0 ≤ j ≤ d. In any case, we have∑
i
(−1)i#M loci,a,b = #N
loc
a,b .

2.6. From the Lie algebra version to the group version. As mentioned in
the Introduction, it is the group version identity (1.1.2) which is directly relevant
to Jacquet-Rallis’s approach to the Gross-Prasad conjecture for the unitary groups.
In this subsection we deduce the group version (1.1.2) from the Lie algebra version
(1.1.1). The same argument also shows that (1.1.4) follows from (1.1.3).
For an element A ∈ GLn(E), viewed as an element in gln(E), the invariants
ai(A), bi(A) and v(A) are defined as in §2.2. When ai, bi ∈ OE , we introduce the
OE-algebra
(2.6.1) Ra(OE) = OE [t, t
−1]/(tn − a1t
n−1 + · · ·+ (−1)nan).
We view Z ′a = SpecRa(OE) as a subscheme of SpecOE × Gm which is finite flat
over SpecOE of degree n. Let θ be the involution on SpecOE × Gm which is the
product of σ on OE and t 7→ t−1 on Gm. The fixed point subcsheme under θ is the
unitary group UOE/OF (1) under SpecOF .
Recall that Sn(OF ) = {A ∈ GLn(OE)|Aσ(A) = 1}. For an element A in either
Sn(OF ) or Un(OF ), the subscheme Z ′a is stable under θ, hence determining a
subscheme Za ⊂ UOE/OF (1), finite flat of degree n over SpecOF . Let Ra be
the coordinate ring of Za, which is a finite flat OF -algebra of rank n satisfying
Ra ⊗OF OE = Ra(OE). The invariants bi determines an Ra-linear map γa,b :
Ra → R
∨
a , as in (2.2.4).
2.6.1. Proposition. Conjecture 1.1.1(2) follows from Conjecture 1.1.1(1).
Proof. Using the same argument for Propositions 2.3.2 and 2.4.3, we reduce the
orbital integrals in (1.1.2) to counting of points in the corresponding setsMloci,a,b and
Nloca,b, defined using Ra instead of Ra. Therefore, it suffices to find a˜i, b˜i ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E
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and an isomorphism of OF -algebras ρ : Rea
∼
→ Ra such that the following diagram
is commutative:
(2.6.2) Rea
γea,eb //
ρ≀

R∨ea
Ra
γa,b // R∨a
ρ∨≀
OO
Moreover, once we find ρ : Rea
∼
→ Ra, the choice of b˜ is uniquely determined by the
diagram (2.6.2), because the data of b˜ and γea,eb determine each other, as seen in
(2.2.1) and (2.2.2). Therefore we only need to find a˜ such that Ra is isomorphic to
Rea.
Consider the special fiber of the OF -scheme Za, which is a finite subscheme of
Uk′/k(1) of degree n. Since Uk′/k(1) is a smooth curve, any subscheme of it can be
embedded into A1k. In other words, there is a surjection of algebras k[s]։ Ra⊗OF k.
Lifting the image of the generator s to an element of Ra, we get a surjection of
OF -algebras OF [s] ։ Ra (surjectivity follows from Nakayama’s lemma). In other
words, Za can be embedded as a subscheme of SpecOF ×A1. It is well-known that
any such finite flat OF -subscheme of SpecOF × A
1 is defined by one equation of
the form tn− c1tn−1+ · · ·+(−1)ncn for some ci ∈ OF , i.e., there is an isomorphism
(2.6.3) RFc := OF [s]/(t
n − c1t
n−1 + · · ·+ (−1)ncn)
∼
→ Ra.
Let  ∈ O−E ∩O
×
E be a purely imaginary unit element and let a˜i = 
ici ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E ,
then we have an isomorphism Rea
∼
→ RFc by sending t 7→ 
−1s. Composing with
(2.6.3), we get the desired isomorphism of OF -algebras ρ : Rea
∼
→ Ra. This com-
pletes the proof. 
2.7. Geometric reformulation. In this subsection, we assume char(F ) = char(k).
In this case, we can interpret the setsM loci,a,b and N
loc
a,b as k-points of certain schemes.
Fix a strongly regular semisimple pair (a, b) such that ai, bi ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E . For
0 ≤ i ≤ valF (∆a,b), consider the following functor
S 7→
{
Ra ⊠k OS− Ra ⊠k OS ⊂ Λ ⊂ R
∨
a ⊠k OS ,
modules Λx R
∨
a ⊠k OS/Λ is a vector bundle of rank i over S
}
.
It is clear that this functor is represented by a projective schemeMloci,a,b over k, and
M loci,a,b =M
loc
i,a,b(k).
Similarly, we have a projective scheme N loca,b over k representing the functor
S 7→
{
Self-dual Ra(Ox)⊠k Ra(OE)⊠k OS ⊂ Λ′ ⊂ R∨a (OE)⊠k OS ,
OS-modules Λ′ R∨a (OE)⊠k OS/Λ
′ is a vector bundle over OS
}
We also have
N loca,b = N
loc
a,b (k).
Let ℓ be a prime number different from char(k). Let Qℓ(ηk′/k) be the rank one
Qℓ-local system on Spec k associated to the extension k
′/k: it is trivial if E/F is
split and has order two otherwise.
The local part of the main theorem of the paper is:
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2.7.1. Theorem. Suppose char(F ) = char(k) > max{n, 2} and ηE/F (∆a,b) = 1.
Then there is an isomorphism of graded Frobk-modules:
(2.7.1)
valF (∆a,b)⊕
i=0
H∗(Mloci,a,b ⊗k k,Qℓ(ηk′/k)
⊗i) ∼= H∗(N loca,b ⊗k k,Qℓ)
Taking Frobenius traces of the isomorphism (2.7.1), we get
2.7.2. Corollary. Conjecture 2.5.2, hence Conjecture 1.1.1 is true if char(F ) =
char(k) > n.
The proof of Theorem 2.7.1 will be completed in §5. We first prove an easy case.
2.7.3. Lemma. Let Ω = k if k′/k is split, or Ω = k′ if k′/k is nonsplit, we have an
isomorphism of schemes over Ω:
(2.7.2)
valF (∆a,b)∐
i=0
Mloci,a,b ⊗k Ω
∼
→ N loca,b ⊗k Ω,
Proof. After base change to Ω, we may assume that E/F is split. Then the ar-
gument is the same as the proof of Lemma 2.5.5, once we fix an identification
Ra(E) ∼= Ra(F )⊕Ra(F ). 
2.7.4. Corollary. Theorem 2.7.1 holds if E/F is split.
3. Global formulation—the moduli spaces
Let k = Fq be a finite field with char(k) > max{n, 2}. Let X be a smooth,
projective and geometrically connected curve over k of genus g. Let π : X ′ → X be
an e´tale double cover such that X ′/k is also geometrically connected. Let σ denote
the nontrivial involution of X ′ over X . We have a canonical decomposition:
π∗OX′ = OX ⊕ L
into ±1-eigenspaces of σ. Here L is a line bundle on X such that L⊗2 ∼= OX .
Let D and D0 be effective divisors on X . Assume deg(D) ≥ 2g.
3.1. The moduli spaces associated to sn. Consider the functor M : Sch/k →
Grpd:
S 7→

E is a vector bundle of rank n over X × S,
(E , φ, λ, µ) φ : E → E ⊗OX L(D),
OX×S(−D0)
λ
−→ E
µ
−→ OX×S(D0)
 .
Here, the twisting by (D) or (D0) means tensoring with the pull-back of the line
bundles OX(D) or OX(D0) to X × S. For each integer i, we define the subfunctor
Mi of M by taking only those vector bundles E such that
χ(X ⊗k k(s), E ⊗k k(s)) = i− n(g − 1)
for any geometric point s of S. It is clear that Mi is represented by an algebraic
stack Mi over k locally of finite type; M is represented by M =
∐
iMi.
LetMHiti be the Hitchin moduli stack for GLn (with the choice of the line bundle
L(D) on X) which classifies only the pairs (E , φ) as above. For more details about
this Hitchin stack, we refer the readers to [12, §4.2, §4.7].
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Let
A :=
n⊕
i=1
H0(X,L(D)⊗i);
B :=
n−1⊕
i=0
H0(X,OX(2D0)⊗ L(D)
⊗i).
viewed as affine spaces over k. We have a natural morphism:
fi :Mi → A×B
which, on the level of S-points sends (E , φ, αX , βX) to a = (a1, · · · , an) ∈ A and
b = (b0, · · · , bn−1) ∈ B where
ai = Tr(
i∧
φ) ∈ H0(X × S,L(D)⊗i)
and bi ∈ H
0(X×S,OX×S(2D0)⊗L(D)
⊗i) = HomX×S(OX×S(−D0),OX×S(D0)⊗
L(D)⊗i) is represented by the following homomorphism
OX×S(−D0)
λ
−→ E
φi
−→ E ⊗ L(D)⊗i
µ
−→ OX×S(D0)⊗ L(D)
⊗i
3.2. The spectral curves. Following [10, §2.5], we define the universal spectral
curve p : Y → A×X as follows. For each S-point a = (a1, · · · , an) ∈ A(S), define
the following scheme, affine over X ′ × S:
Y ′a := SpecX′×S
(
n−1⊕
i=0
OX′×S(−iD)t
i
)
where the ring structure on the RHS is defined by the relation
tn − a1t
n−1 + a2t
n−2 − · · ·+ (−1)nan = 0.
Let p′a : Y
′
a → X
′ × S be the natural projection. This is a finite flat morphism
of degree n. The scheme Y ′a over X
′ × S naturally embeds into the total space
TotX′×S(O(D)) of the line bundle OX′×S(D) over X ′ × S. The free involution σ
on X ′ extends to a free involution on Y ′a by requiring σ(t) = −t. The quotient of
Y ′a by σ is the scheme
Ya := SpecX×SO
σ
Y ′a
= Spec
X×S
(
n−1⊕
i=0
L(−D)⊗i ⊠OSt
i
)
.
Let pa : Y → X × S be the natural projection. This is a finite flat morphism of
degree n. The scheme Ya naturally embeds into the total space TotX×S(L(D)) of
the line bundle L(D) over X×S. The quotient map πa : Y ′a → Ya is an e´tale double
cover.
Let Aint (resp. A♥, resp. Asm) be the open subset of A consisting of those
geometric points a such that Y ′a, and hence Ya, are integral (resp. reduced, resp.
smooth and irreducible). Let B× = B − {0}. Let Minti be the restriction of Mi to
Aint × B×.
3.2.1. Lemma. The codimension of A♥ − Aint in A♥ has codimension at least
deg(D).
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Proof. In our situation, A serves as the Hitchin base for GLn and Un at the same
time (the unitary Hitchin stack will be recalled in §3.3). The locus Aint is in fact
the intersection of two elliptic loci: Aint = AellGLn ∩ A
ell
Un
. Here, AellGLn is the locus
where Ya is irreducible; AellUn is the locus where the set of irreducible components
of Y ′a is in bijection with that of Ya (cf. [10, §2.8]. In the Un case, the elliptic locus
AellUn is the same as the anisotropic locus considered in [12], and by Proposition
6.5.1 of loc.cit., we have
codimA♥(A
♥ −AellUn) ≥ deg(D).
In the GLn case, the same argument also works to prove that
codimA♥(A
♥ −AellGLn) ≥ deg(D).
In fact, we only need to compute the dimension of the Hitchin bases for the Levi
subgroups GLn1 × · · · ×GLnr .
Therefore,
dim(A♥ −Aint) = dim
(
(A♥ −AellUn) ∪ (A
♥ −AellGLn)
)
≤ dimA♥ − deg(D).

The following lemma is a direct calculation.
3.2.2. Lemma. For a geometric point a ∈ Aint, the arithmetic genera of the curves
Y ′a and Ya are
g′Y := 1− χ(Y
′
a ,OY ′a) = n(n− 1) deg(D) + (2g − 2)n+ 1;
gY := 1− χ(Ya,OYa) = n(n− 1) deg(D)/2 + (g − 1)n+ 1.
Recall that for a locally projective flat family of geometrically integral curves C
over S, we have the compactified Picard stack P ic(C/S) =
∐
i P ic
i
(C/S) over S
(see [1]) whose fiber over a geometric point s ∈ S classifies the groupoid of torsion-
free coherent sheaves F of generic rank 1 over Cs such that χ(Cs,F) = i. Each
P ic
i
(C/S) is an algebraic stack of finite type over S; it is in fact a Gm-gerb over the
compactified Picard scheme of Pic
i
(C/S). The scheme Pic
i
(C/S) is proper over S
and contains the usual Picard scheme Pici(C/S) as an open substack.
For each a ∈ Aint(S) and F ∈ P ic(Ya/S), the coherent sheaf E = pa,∗F is a
vector bundle of rank n over X × S which is naturally equipped with a Higgs field
φ : E → E ⊗OX L(D); conversely, every object (E, φ) ∈ M
Hit(S) over a ∈ Aint(S)
comes in this way. Therefore we have a natural isomorphism of stacks (cf. [2])
(3.2.1) P ic(Y/Aint)
∼
→MHit|Aint .
Therefore we can view Minti as a stack over P ic(Y/A
int).
3.2.3. Lemma. The stack Minti represents the following functor
S 7→

a ∈ Aint(S),F ∈ P ic
i−n(g−1)
(Ya/S),
(a,F , α, β) OYa(−D0)
α
−→ F
β
−→ ωYa/X×S(D0) such that γ = β ◦ α is
nonzero along each geometric fiber of Ya → S
 .
Proof. For a quadruple (a,F , α, β) as above, we associate (E = pa,∗F , φ) ∈ MHiti
by the isomorphism (3.2.1). By adjunction, we have
HomX(OX×S(−D0), E) = HomYa(OYa(−D0),F)
HomX(E ,OX×S(D0)) = HomYa(F , ωYa/X×S(D0)).
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Therefore from (α, β) we can associate a unique pair of homomorphisms
OX×S(−D0)
λ
−→ E
µ
−→ OX×S(D0).
Let b = (b0, · · · , bn−1) ∈ B be the second collection of invariants of (E , φ, λ, µ). The
composition γ = β ◦ α is an element in
HomYa(OYa(−D0), ωYa/X×S(D0)) = HomX×S(OYa ,OX×S(2D0))
which is given by
(b0, · · · , bn−1) : OYa =
n−1⊕
i=0
L(−D)⊗i → OX×S(2D0).
Therefore for any geometric point s of S, the condition b(s) 6= 0 is equivalent to
that γ|Ys 6= 0. 
3.2.4. Remark. From the proof of above lemma, we see that for any (a, b) ∈ Aint ×
B×, the homomorphism γ : OYa(−D0) → ωYa/X(D0) is independent of the choice
of (F , α, β) ∈ Minti,a,b. We denote this γ by γa,b. Therefore we get a morphism
coker(γ) : Aint × B× → Quot2d(ω(D0)/Y/A
int)
(a, b) 7→ coker(γa,b).
3.2.5. Remark. Let
d = n deg(D0)− n(g − 1) + gY − 1 = n(n− 1) deg(D)/2 + n deg(D0)
By the moduli interpretation given in Lemma 3.2.3, Minti is non-empty only if
−d−n(g−1) = χ(Ya,OYa(−D0)) ≤ i−n(g−1) ≤ χ(Ya, ωYa/X(D0)) = d−n(g−1).
(here a ∈ Aint is any geometric point); i.e., −d ≤ i ≤ d.
3.2.6. Proposition. For −d+2gY − 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 2gY +1, Minti is a scheme smooth
over k and the morphism f inti :M
int
i → A
int × B× is proper.
Proof. We have the following Cartesian diagram
(3.2.2) Minti
rα

rβ // Quotd−i(ω(D0)/Y/Aint)
AJd−i

Quotd+i(ω(D0)/Y/Aint)
(AJd+i)
∨
// P ic
i−n(g−1)
(Y/Aint)
which, on the level of S-points over a ∈ Aint(S), are defined as
(F , α, β)
rβ //
rα

coker(F
β
−→ ωYa/X×S(D0))
AJd−i

coker(ωYa/X×S(D0)
α∨
−−→ F∨)
(AJd+i)
∨
// F
The only thing that we need to check is that coker(β) and coker(α∨) are finite flat
OS-modules of rank d − i and d + i respectively (when S is locally noetherian).
We check this for Q := coker(β). For any geometric point s ∈ S, the map γs :
OYa,s(−D0)
αs−→ Fs
βs
−→ ωYa,s/Xs(D0) is nonzero, hence generically an isomorphism.
Therefore βs is surjective on the generic point of Ya,s. Since Fs is torsion-free of
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rank 1, we conclude that βs is injective. Since ωYa/X×S(D0) is flat over OS , we
have
TorOS1 (Q, k(s)) = ker(βs) = 0.
This being true for any geometric point s ∈ S, we conclude that Q is flat over OS .
The rank of Qs over k(s) for any geometric point s ∈ S is
χ(Ya,s, ωYa,s/Xs(D0))− χ(Ya,s,Fs) = d− i.
Since the Abel-Jacobi map AJd−i is schematic and Quot
d+i(ω(D0)/Y/Aint) is a
scheme, Minti is also a scheme. For i in the given range, we have d± i ≥ 2gY − 1,
therefore (AJd+i)
∨ and AJd−i are smooth by [1, Theorem 8.4(v)]. Moreover, since
we assumed deg(D) ≥ 2g from the beginning, P ic(Y/Aint) ∼= MHit|Aint is smooth
by [12, Proposition 4.12.1]. Therefore,Minti is a smooth scheme over k.
We have a Gm × Gm actions on Minti : (c1, c2) acts by changing (F , α, β) to
(F , c1α, c2β). It is easy to see that (c, c−1) acts trivially so that the action factors
through the multiplication map Gm × Gm → Gm. This Gm-action is free and the
quotientM
int
i exists as a scheme. In fact, we can defineM
int
i by a similar Cartesian
diagram as (3.2.2) (the only difference is that the stack P ic
i−n(g−1)
(Y/Aint) is
replaced by the scheme Pic
i−n(g−1)
(Y/Aint)):
(3.2.3) M
int
i

// Quotd−i(ω(D0)/Y/Aint)
AJd−i

Quotd+i(ω(D0)/Y/Aint)
(AJd+i)
∨
// Pic
i−n(g−1)
(Y/Aint)
.
In other words, M
int
i classifies isomorphism classes of (F , α, β) up to rescaling α
and β. It is clear that M
int
i is the quotient of M
int
i under the above-mentioned
Gm-action so that Minti becomes a Gm-torsor over M
int
i .
From diagram (3.2.3), we see that M
int
i is proper over A
int because the Quot-
scheme Quotd+i(ω(D0)/Y/Aint) is proper over Aint and the morphism AJd−i is
proper (with fibers isomorphic to projective spaces). Moreover we have a Cartesian
diagram
Minti
//
f inti

M
int
i
f inti

Aint × B× // Aint × PB×
where the horizontal maps are Gm torsors. Since both M
int
i and A
int × PB× are
proper over Aint, the morphism f inti is proper. Therefore f
int
i is also proper. This
completes the proof. 
3.3. The moduli space associated to un. Consider the functor N : Sch/k →
Grpd:
S 7→

E ′ is a vector bundle of rank n over X ′ × S,
(E ′, h, φ′, µ′) h : E ′
∼
→ σ∗(E ′)∨ is a Hermitian form, i.e., σ∗h∨ = h,
φ′ : E ′ → E ′(D) such that σ∗φ′∨ ◦ h+ h ◦ φ′ = 0,
µ′ : E ′ → OX′×S(D0)
 .
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Here (−)∨ = HomX(−,OX). It is clear that N is represented by an algebraic stack
N locally of finite type.
Recall that we also have the usual Hitchin moduli stack NHit for Un classifying
only the triples (E ′, h, φ′) as above. For details about this Hitchin stack, we refer
the readers to [10].
For (E ′, h, φ′, µ′) ∈ N (S), since σ∗φ′∨ = −h ◦ φ′ ◦ h−1, we have
ai = Tr(
i∧
φ′) ∈ H0(X ′ × S,OX′×S(iD))
σ=(−1)i = H0(X,L(D)⊗i).
Let λ′ = h−1 ◦ σ∗µ′∨ : OX′×S(−D0)→ σ∗E ′∨
∼
→ E ′. Consider the homomorphism
b′i : OX′×S(−D0)
λ′
−→ E
φ′i
−−→ E ′(iD)
µ′
−→ OX′×S(D0 + iD).
We have a canonical isomorphism
ι : σ∗b′∨i
∼= σ∗λ′∨ ◦ (σ∗φ′∨)i ◦ σ∗h∨ ◦ σ∗µ′∨
∼= µ′ ◦ h−1 ◦ (−h ◦ φ′ ◦ h−1)i ◦ h ◦ λ′
= (−1)iµ′ ◦ φ′i ◦ λ′ = (−1)ib′i.
such that σ∗ι∨ = ι. Therefore b′i comes from a homomorphism
bi : OX×S(−D0)→ OX×S(D0)⊗ L(D)
⊗i.
In other words, we may view bi as an element in H
0(X×S,OX×S(2D0)⊗L(D)⊗i).
The map that sends (E ′, h, φ′, λ′) ∈ N (S) to a = (a1, · · · , an) ∈ A(S) and b =
(b0, · · · , bn−1) ∈ B(S) defines a morphism
g : N → A× B.
Let N int be the restriction of N to Aint × B×. Similar to Lemma 3.2.3, we can
rewrite N int in terms of spectral curves.
3.3.1. Lemma. The stack N int represents the following functor
S 7→

a ∈ Aint(S),F ′ ∈ P ic(Y ′a/S), h : F
′ ∼→ σ∗(F ′∨),
(a,F ′, β′) such that σ∗h∨ = h, and F ′
β′
−→ ωY ′a/X×S(D0)
which is nonzero along each geometric fiber of Y ′a → S
 .
For (F ′, h, β′) ∈ N inta (S), let γ
′ = β′ ◦ α′ where α′ = h−1 ◦ σ∗β′∨ : OY ′a(−D0)→
F ′. Then γ′ ∈ HomY ′a(OY ′a(−D0), ωY ′a/X×S(D0)) satisfies σ
∗γ′∨ = γ′. Therefore γ′
comes from γ ∈ HomYa(OYa(−D0), ωYa/X×S(D0)) via pull-back along the double
cover πa : Y
′
a → Ya. It is easy to see that this γ is the same as the γa,b defined in
Remark 3.2.4.
3.3.2. Proposition. Suppose n(deg(D0) − g + 1) ≥ gY . Then the stack N int is a
scheme smooth over k and the morphism gint : N int → Aint × B× is proper.
Proof. By the moduli interpretation given in Lemma 3.3.1, we have a Cartesian
diagram
(3.3.1) N int
r′β //
r

Quot2d(ω(D0)/Y
′/Aint)
AJ2d

NHit|Aint
u// P ic
−2n(g−1)
(Y ′/Aint)
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which, on the level of S-points over a ∈ Aint(S), are defined as
(F ′, h, β′)
r′β //
r

coker(F ′
β′
−→ ωY ′a/X×S(D0))
AJ2d

(F ′, h)
u // F ′
Here F ′ has Euler characteristic −2n(g− 1) along every geometric fiber of Y ′a → S
because F ′ ∼= σ∗F ′∨.
Since u is schematic and Quot2d(ω(D0)/Y
′/Aint) is a scheme, we see that N int is
a scheme. By [10, Proposition 2.5.2, Proposition 2.8.4], NHit|Aint is smooth over k
and proper overAint. Moreover, since d = n deg(D0−g+1)+gY−1 ≥ 2gY −1 = g′Y ,
2d ≥ 2g′Y , therefore AJ2d is smooth by [1, Theorem 8.4(v)]. Therefore N
int is a
smooth scheme over k.
We have a Gm-action on N int by rescaling β′. Unlike the case of Minti , this
action is not free: the subgroup µ2 ⊂ Gm acts trivially. The quotient of N int
by this Gm-action is a Deligne-Mumford stack N
int
proper over NHit|Aint , hence
proper over Aint. Let (PB×)′ be the quotient of B× by the square action of the
dilation by Gm. This is a separated Deligne-Mumford stack. Therefore N
int
is
proper over Aint × (PB×)′. We have a Cartesian diagram
N int //
gint

N
int
gint

Aint × B× // Aint × (PB×)′
This implies that gint : N int → Aint × B× is also proper. 
3.4. The product formulae. We want to express the fibers of f inti in terms of
local moduli spaces similar to Mloci,a,b defined in §2.3. To simplify the notations,
we only consider fibers Minti,a,b where (a, b) ∈ A
int(k)× B×(k), but the argument is
valid for (a, b) ∈ Aint(Ω)× B×(Ω) for any field Ω ⊃ k.
Let |X | be the set of closed points of X . For any x ∈ |X |, let OX,x be the
completed local ring of X at x with fraction field Fx and residue field k(x). Then
OX,x is naturally a k(x)-algebra. Let OX′,x be the completed semilocal ring of X ′
along π−1(x) (recall Notations 1.6.3) and let Ex be its ring of fractions. Then Ex
is an unramified (split or nonsplit) quadratic extension of Fx.
Fix an σ-equivariant trivialization of OX′(D) along SpecOX′,x, which allows us
to identify L|SpecOX,x with O
−
Ex
. Fix a trivialization of OX(D0) over SpecOX,x.
Using these trivializations, we can identify the restriction of (a, b) on SpecOX,x
with a collection of invariants ax = (a1,x, · · · , an,x) and bx = (b0,x, · · · , bn−1,x)
such that ai,x, bi,x ∈ (OEx)
σ=(−1)i . Using Fx, Ex and (ax, bx) in place of F , E and
(a, b) in the discussion of §2.2 and 2.3, we can define the OFx algebra Rax , which is
isomorphic to OYa,x (see Notation 1.6.3). The trivializations also identify R
∨
ax with
ωYa/X(D0)|SpecOYa,x and γax,bx : Rax → R
∨
ax (defined in (2.2.4)) with γa,b|SpecOY,x
(defined in Remark 3.2.4). As in (2.4.1), Rax(Ex) has a natural Hermitian form
under which Rax(OEx) and R
∨
ax(OEx) are dual to each other.
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With these data, we can define the local moduli spaces of latticeMlocix,ax,bx (ix ∈
Z) and N locax,bx as in §2.3 and 2.4, which are projective schemes over k(x). To
emphasize its dependence on the point x, we denote them byMxix,ax,bx and N
x
ax,bx
.
3.4.1. Proposition. For (a, b) ∈ Aint(k) × B×(k), there is an isomorphism of
schemes over k:
(3.4.1) Mi,a,b ∼=
∐
P
[k(x):k]ix=d−i
 ∏
x∈|X|
Resk(x)/kM
x
ix,ax,bx
 .
Here |X | is the set of closed points of X, Resk(x)/k means restriction of scalars.
The disjoint union is taken over the set of all assignments x ∈ |X | 7→ ix ∈ Z such
that
∑
x∈|X|[k(x) : k]ix = d− i. The product is the fiber product of schemes over k.
Proof. First we remark that the RHS in the isomorphism (3.4.1) is in fact finite.
Note that for each x ∈ |X |, there are only finitely many ix such that Mxix,ax,bx
is non-empty (more precisely, 0 ≤ i ≤ valx(∆ax,bx)). For fixed (a, b) ∈ A
int(k) ×
B×(k), the map γa,b : OYa(−D0) → ωYa/X(D0) is an isomorphism away from a
finite subset Z ⊂ |X |, and when γx is an isomorphism, Mxix,ax,bx
∼= Spec k(x).
Therefore we can rewrite the RHS of (3.4.1) as a finite disjoint union of∏
x∈Z
Resk(x)/kM
x
ix,ax,bx ,
which makes sense.
By the Cartesian diagram (3.2.2), the assignment (F , α, β) 7→ coker(β) defines
an isomorphism of schemes
Mi,a,b ∼= Quot
d−i(Q/Ya/k).
where Q = coker(γa,b). Since γa,b is an isomorphism on X − Z, Q is supported on
Z × S. Therefore we get a canonical decomposition
Q =
⊕
x∈Z
Qx,
with each Qx supported at x. We get a corresponding decomposition of the Quot-
scheme
Quotd−i(Q/Ya/k) ∼=
∐
P
[k(x):k]ix=d−i
(∏
x∈Z
Resk(x)/k Quot
ix(Qx/Rax/k(x))
)
.
To prove the isomorphism (3.4.1), it remains to identify Quotix(Qx/Rax/k(x)) with
Mxix,ax,bx , but this is obvious from definition. 
Similarly, we have
3.4.2. Proposition. For (a, b) ∈ Aint(k) × B×(k), we have the following isomor-
phism of schemes over k:
(3.4.2) Na,b ∼=
∏
x∈|X|
Resk(x)/kN
x
ax,bx .
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3.4.3. Corollary. For any geometric point (a, b) ∈ Aint(Ω) × B×(Ω), there is an
isomorphism of schemes over Ω:
d∐
i=−d
Mi,a,b ∼= Na,b.
Proof. This follows from the two product formulae and Lemma 2.7.3. 
3.5. Smallness. Recall that in [12] Ngoˆ defines the local and global Serre invariants
for points on the Hitchin base. In our case, for a geometric point a ∈ A(Ω), let
Y˜a → Ya be the normalization. Then the local and global Serre invariants are
δ(a, x) = dimΩ(OeYa,x/OYa,x);
δ(a) = dimΩH
0(Ya,OeYa/OYa) =
∑
x∈X(Ω)
δ(a, x).
3.5.1. Corollary. For any geometric point (a, b) ∈ (Aint × B×)(Ω), we have
(3.5.1) dimΩNa,b = sup
i
dimΩMi,a,b ≤ δ(a).
Proof. The first equality follows from Lemma 2.7.3. Now we prove the inequality.
For each x ∈ X(Ω), Mxi,ax,bx is a subscheme of the affine Springer fiber of
GLn associated to a regular semisimple element with characteristic polynomial
ax. On the other hand, δ(a, x) is the dimension of that affine Springer fiber (cf.
Bezrukavnikov’s dimension formula [4], and [12, §3.6, 3.7]). Therefore,
(3.5.2) dimΩM
x
i,ax,bx ≤ δ(a, x).
Now the inequality (3.5.1) follows from the product formula (3.4.1) (note that we
only formulated the product formula for k-points (a, b) of Aint ×B×, but it has an
obvious version for any geometric point of Aint × B×.) 
For each δ ≥ 0, let A≤δ (resp. A≥δ) be the open (resp. closed) subset of Aint
consisting of those geometric points a such that δ(a) ≤ δ (resp. δ(a) ≥ δ). Recall
the following estimate of Ngoˆ ([12, Proposition 5.4.2], based on local results of
Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson on the root valuation strata [6]). For each δ ≥ 0,
there is a number cδ ≥ 0, such that whenever deg(D) ≥ cδ, we have
(3.5.3) codimAintD (A
≥ǫ
D ) ≥ ǫ, ∀1 ≤ ǫ ≤ δ.
Here we write AintD to emphasize the dependence of A
int on D.
Finally, we prove the smallness.
3.5.2. Proposition. Fix δ ≥ 0. For deg(D) ≥ cδ, n(deg(D0)− g+1) > δ+ gY , the
morphisms
f≤δi : M
≤δ
i =M
int
i |A≤δ → A
≤δ × B× ∀ − d ≤ i ≤ d
g≤δ : N≤δ = N int|A≤δ → A
≤δ × B×
are small.
Proof. First, by Corollary 3.4.3, for any geometric point (a, b) ∈ Aint × B× and
any integer i, dimMi,a,b ≤ dimNa,b, therefore the smallness of g≤δ implies the
smallness of f≤δi .
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Now we prove that g≤δ is small. For each j ≥ 1, let (Aint × B×)j be the locus
where the fiber of ginti has dimension j. By Corollary 3.5.1, we have
(Aint × B×)j ⊂ A
≥j × B×.
In particular, (A≤δ × B×)j is nonempty only if j ≤ δ.
Claim. For every geometric point a ∈ Aint(Ω), the morphism ginta : N
int
a → B
×⊗kΩ
is dominant and generically finite when restricted to every irreducible component
of N inta .
Proof. To simplify the notation, we base change everything to Spec(Ω) via a ∈
Aint(Ω) and omit Ω from the notations.
Let Ba ⊂ B be the open subset consisting of geometric points b such that γa,b :
OYa(−D0)→ ωYa/X(D0) is an isomorphism at all singular points of Ya. It is clear
from the product formula (3.4.2) that if b ∈ Ba, then Na,b is finite and nonempty
over Ω.
Note that by the Cartesian diagram (3.3.1), the morphism r : N inta → N
Hit
a is
smooth with fibers isomorphic to punctured vector spaces, therefore each irreducible
component C of N inta is of the form r
−1(C′) for some irreducible component C′
of NHita . By [12, Corollaire 4.14.3], N
Hit
a is equidimensional, therefore so is N
int
a .
Therefore, it suffices to show that for each irreducible component C ofN inta , we have
ginta (C)∩B
a 6= ∅. Because then, ginta |C must be generically finite onto its image; but
by the equidimensionality statement, we have dimC = dimN inta = dimB
a = dimB,
therefore ginta (C) = B
×.
Now we fix an irreducible component C ⊂ N inta of the form r
−1(C′), where
C′ ⊂ NHita is an irreducible component. We argue that g
int
a (C) ∩ B
a 6= ∅. By [12,
Proposition 4.14.1], the locus of (F ′, h) ∈ C′ where F ′ is a line bundle on Y ′a is
dense. Let (F ′, h) ∈ C′ be such a point. Since Y ′a is embedded in a smooth surface,
hence Gorenstein, ωY ′a/X is a line bundle on Y
′
a, hence F
′∨ is also a line bundle.
Let Z be the singular locus of Ya. By the definition of δ(a), we have
#Z ≤ 2 dimH0(Ya,OeYa/OYa) = δ(a).
where Y˜a is the normalization of Ya.
To show that ginta (C)∩B
a 6= ∅, we only have to find β′ ∈ Hom(F ′, ωY ′a/X(D0)) =
H0(Y ′a,F
′∨(D0)) such that coker(β
′) avoids the singular locus Z ′ = π−1a (Z) of
Y ′a, since the support of coker(γ) is the same as the projection of the support of
coker(β′).
Consider the evaluation map
0→ K → F ′∨(D0)
⊕ ev(y′)
−−−−−→
⊕
y′∈Z′
Ω(y′)→ 0.
Note that
χ(Y ′a,K) = χ(Y
′
a,F
′∨(D0))−#Z
′ ≥ 2n(deg(D0)− g + 1)− 2δ(a) ≥ 2gY > g
′
Y .
Therefore, by Grothendieck-Serre duality,H1(Y ′a,K) = HomY ′a(K, ωY ′a )
∨ = 0. Hence
the evaluation map
H0(Y ′a,F
′∨(D0))
⊕ ev(y′)
−−−−−→
⊕
y′∈Z′
Ω(y′)
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is surjective. In particular, we can find β′ ∈ H0(Y ′a ,F
′∨(D0)) which does not vanish
at points in Z ′. This proves the claim. 
Applying the above Claim to the geometric generic points ofA (note thatN int →
Aint is surjective because NHit|Aint → A
int is), we see that gint restricted to every
geometric irreducible component of N int is generically finite and surjective.
Using the above Claim again, we see that for any geometric point a ∈ Aint and
j ≥ 1, the locus of b ∈ B× where dimNa,b = j has codimension ≥ j + 1 in B×.
Therefore,
codimA≥j×B×(A
int × B×)j ≥ j + 1.
Since deg(D) ≥ cδ and j ≤ δ, we have
codimAint×B×(A
int × B×)j
≥ codimAint(A
≥j) + codimA≥j×B×(A
int × B×)j ≥ 2j + 1.
This proves the smallness. 
4. Global formulation—matching of perverse sheaves
4.1. A local system on Minti . Consider the morphism
(4.1.1)
ν :Minti
rβ
−→ Quotd−i(ω(D0)/Y/A
int)
N
Y/Aint
−−−−−→ Symd−i(Y/Aint)→ Symd−i(X/k)
whereNY/Aint is the normmap defined by Grothendieck in [8]. Here Sym
d−i(Y/Aint)
(resp. Symd−i(X/k)) is the (d − i)th symmetric power of Y over Aint (resp. X
over k), constructed as the GIT quotient of the fibered power (Y/Aint)d−i (resp.
(X/k)d−i) by the obvious action of the symmetric group Σd−i. The morphism
Symd−i(Y/Aint) → Symd−i(X/k) above is induced from the natural projection
(Y/Aint)d−i → (X/k)d−i.
We will construct an e´tale double cover of Symd−i(X/k), which will give us a
local system of rank one and order two on Symd−i(X/k), hence on Minti .
The groups (Z/2)d−i and Σd−i both act on (X
′/k)d−i and they together give
an action of the semidirect product Γ = (Z/2)d−i ⋊ Σd−i on (X
′/k)d−i. Then
Symd−i(X/k) is the GIT quotient of (X ′/k)d−i by Γ. We have a canonical surjective
homomorphism ǫ : Γ → Z/2 sending (v1, · · · , vd−i, s) 7→ v1 + · · · + vd−i, where
vj ∈ Z/2 and s ∈ Σd−i. Let Γ0 be the kernel of ǫ.
4.1.1. Lemma. Let Zd−i be the GIT quotient of (X ′/k)d−i by Γ0. Then the natural
morphism ζ : Zd−i → Symd−i(X/k) is an e´tale double cover.
Proof. Let t = x1 + · · · + xd−i be a geometric point of Sym
d−i(X) and let t′ =
(x′1, · · · , x
′
d−i) be a geometric point of (X
′/k)d−i over t. Then the point t′′ =
(σ(x′1), x
′
2, · · · , x
′
d−i) is another geometric point of (X
′/k)d−i which does not lie in
the Γ0-orbit of t
′. Therefore t′ and t′′ have different images z′ and z′′ in Zd−i. In
other words, the reduced structure of ζ−1(t) consists of (at least) two points z′, z′′.
Consider the maps
ξ : (X ′/k)d−i
η
−→ Zd−i
ζ
−→ Symd−i(X/k)
where ξ is finite flat of degree 2d−i(d − i)!. The degree of the geometric fibers
η−1(z′) and η−1(z′′) are at least 2d−i−1(d− i)! (because this is the generic degree).
This forces the two degrees to be equal to 2d−i−1(d − i)!. This being true for any
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geometric point of Zd−i, we conclude that the quotient map (X ′/k)d−i → Zd−i is
flat, hence faithfully flat. Therefore ζ : Zd−i → Symd−i(X/k) is also flat (of degree
2). Since every fiber ζ−1(x) already consists of two distinct points, these two points
must be reduced. Therefore ζ is finite flat of degree 2 and unramified, hence an
e´tale double cover. 
Let LXd−i be the local system of rank one on Sym
d−i(X/k) associated to the e´tale
double cover Zd−i → Symd−i(X/k) (cf. Notation 1.6.4). We define
Ld−i := ν
∗LXd−i
to be the pull-back local system on Minti .
We describe the stalks of the local system LXd−i in more concrete terms. Let L be
the local system of rank one on X associated to the e´tale double cover π : X ′ → X .
Let C0 = ker((Z/2)
d−i ǫ−→ Z/2). Then (X ′/k)d−i/C0 is an e´tale double cover of
(X/k)d−i.
4.1.2. Lemma.
(1) We have a Cartesian diagram
(X ′/k)d−i/C0 //

Zd−i

(X/k)d−i
sd−i // Symd−i(X/k)
where the maps are all natural quotient maps.
(2) s∗d−iL
X
d−i
∼= L⊠(d−i).
Proof. (1) follows from the fact the both vertical maps are e´tale (Lemma 4.1.1). (2)
The local system of rank one associated to the e´tale double cover (X ′/k)d−i/C0 →
(X/k)d−i is clearly L⊠(d−i). Therefore (2) follows from (1). 
4.2. The incidence correspondence. Recall that Asm is the open locus of a ∈
Aint where Ya is smooth (equivalently, the locus where δ(a) = 0). We assume that
deg(D) is large enough (≥ c1) so that Asm is nonempty, hence dense in Aint. The
norm maps NY ′/Aint and NY/Aint are isomorphisms over A
sm.
For each −d ≤ i ≤ d, consider the incidence correspondence
Id−i,2d ⊂ Symd−i(Y/Asm)× Sym2d(Y/Asm)
whose geometric fiber over a ∈ Asm classifies pairs of divisors T ≤ T ′ on Ya
where deg(T ) = d − i, deg(T ′) = 2d. Let τ, τ ′ be the projections of Id−i,2d to
Symd−i(Y/Asm) and Sym2d(Y/Asm).
4.2.1. Lemma. The incidence correspondence Id−i,2d is smooth over Asm.
Proof. Since Y → Asm is a smooth family of curves, we may identify the symmetric
power Symj(Y/Asm) with the Hilbert scheme Hilbj(Y/Asm). We apply the infin-
itesimal lifting criterion to prove the smoothness. Suppose R0 is a local artinian
ring and R is a thickening of R0. Let a ∈ Asm(R) with image a0 ∈ Asm(R0). Let
T0 ⊂ T ′0 ⊂ Ya0 be subschemes of flat of degree d − i and 2d over R0. We want to
find subschemes T ⊂ T ′ ⊂ Ya, flat of degree d − i and 2d over R, whose reduction
to R0 are precisely T0 ⊂ T ′0. We may assume that T
′
0 is contained in an affine open
subset U ⊂ Ya. Let U0 = U ∩ Ya0 . Since Ya0 is a smooth family of curves over
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R0, the subschemes T0 and T
′
0 are defined by the vanishing of functions f0 and
f ′0 ∈ Γ(U0,OU0) respectively. Since T0 ⊂ T
′
0, we have f
′
0 = f0g0 for some function
g0 ∈ Γ(U0,OU0). Let f, g be arbitrary liftings of f0, g0 to Γ(U,OU ) (which exist
because U is affine), define T and T ′ to be the zero loci of f and fg. Then it is
easy to check that T ⊂ T ′ ⊂ Ya are flat over R of the correct degree. This proves
the smoothness of Id−i,2d over Asm. 
We define a morphism
div : Aint × B×
coker γ
−−−−→ Quot2d(ω(D0)/Y/A
int)
NY/Aint
−−−−−→ Sym2d(Y/Aint)
which sends (a, b) to the cycle of coker(γa,b) in Ya.
4.2.2. Lemma. We have a Cartesian diagram
(4.2.1) Msmi
fdiv //
fsmi

Id−i,2d
τ ′

Asm × B×
div // Sym2d(Y/Asm)
Here the morphism d˜iv : Msmi → I
d−i,2d over a point a ∈ Asm sends (F , α, β) to
the pair of divisors div(β) ⊂ div(a, b) of Ya.
Proof. We abbreviate Quot2d(ω(D0)/Y/Aint) by Quot
2d. Let Q be the universal
quotient sheaf on Y ×Aint Quot
2d. Then by the moduli interpretation given in
Lemma 3.2.3, we have a Cartesian diagram
Minti
rβ //
f inti

Quotd−i
(
Q/(Y ×Aint Quot
2d)/Quot2d
)

Aint × B×
coker(γ) // Quot2d
Restricting this diagram to Asm × B×, we have
Quot2d|Asm ∼= Sym
2d(Y/Asm)
Quotd−i
(
Q/(Y ×Aint Quot
2d)/Quot2d
)
|Asm ∼= I
d−i,2d
because the norm maps NY/Asm are isomorphisms. Therefore the diagram (4.2.1)
is Cartesian. 
Let LYd−i be the pull-back of the local system L
X
d−i via Sym
d−i(Y/Asm) →
Symd−i(X/k). Define
KYd−i := τ
′
∗τ
∗LYd−i ∈ D
b
c(Sym
2d(Y/Asm),Qℓ).
4.2.3. Lemma (Binomial expansion). Let πY2d : Sym
2d(Y ′/Asm)→ Sym2d(Y/Asm)
be the natural projection. Then there is a natural isomorphism
(4.2.2) πY2d,∗Qℓ
∼=
d⊕
i=−d
KYd−i.
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Proof. Since the morphism τ ′ : Id−i,2d → Sym2d(Y/Asm) is finite and Id−i,2d is
smooth over k by Lemma 4.2.1, we conclude that KYd−i, being the direct image of a
local system under τ ′, is a middle extension on Sym2d(Y/Asm). Similarly, πY2d,∗Qℓ is
also a middle extension on Sym2d(Y/Asm). Therefore, to establish the isomorphism
(4.2.2), it suffices to establish such a natural isomorphism over a dense open subset
of Sym2d(Y/Asm).
Now we consider the dense open subset U ⊂ Sym2d(Y/Asm) consisting of those
divisors which are multiplicity-free. Let U ′ (resp. U˜ , resp. U˜ ′) be the preimage of
U in Sym2d(Y ′/Asm) (resp. (Y/Asm)2d, resp. (Y ′/Asm)2d). Then s2d : U˜ → U is
an e´tale Galois cover with Galois group Σ2d, and we have a Cartesian diagram
U˜ ′
s′2d //
(πY )2d

U ′
πY2d

U˜
s2d // U
Therefore we have
(s∗2dπ
Y
2d,∗Qℓ)|eU ∼= ((π
Y )2d∗ Qℓ)|eU = (Qℓ ⊕ L
Y )⊠2d|eU .
where LY is the pull-back of L to Y .
On the other hand, we have a Cartesian diagram∐
J⊂{1,2,··· ,2d},#J=d−i U˜J

// Id−i,2d|U
τ ′

U˜
s2d // U
where for each J ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , 2d}, U˜J ⊂ Sym
d−i(Y/Asm) × U˜ is the graph of the
morphism τJ : (y1, · · · , y2d) 7→
∑
j∈J yj . Therefore we have
(s∗2dK
Y
d−i)|eU ∼= (s
∗
2dτ
′
∗τ
∗LXd−i)|eU ∼=
⊕
J⊂{1,2,··· ,2d},#J=d−i
τ∗JL
Y
d−i
For each J ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , 2d} of cardinality d − i, let pJ : U˜ → (Y/Asm)J be the
projection to those coordinates indexed by J . Then we have a factorization
τJ : U˜
pJ
−→ (Y/Asm)J
sJ−→ Symd−i(Y/Asm).
By Lemma 4.1.2, we have s∗JL
Y
d−i
∼= LY,⊠(d−i). Therefore
τ∗JL
Y
d−i
∼= p∗Js
∗
JL
Y
d−i
∼= p∗J((L
Y )⊠(d−i)).
Finally, we have an Σ2d-equivariant isomorphism of local systems on U˜ :
d⊕
i=−d
(s∗2dK
Y
d−i)|eU ∼=
⊕
J⊂{1,2,··· ,2d}
p∗J ((L
Y )⊠#J) ∼= (Qℓ ⊕ L
Y )⊠2d|eU .
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The last isomorphism justifies the nickname “binomial expansion” of this lemma.
This Σ2d-equivariant isomorphism descends to an isomorphism
d⊕
i=−d
KYd−i|U
∼= (πY2d,∗Qℓ)|U
which proves the lemma. 
4.3. A decomposition of gint∗ Qℓ. To state the next result, we need to define a
technical notion.
4.3.1. Definition. A commutative diagram of schemes
(4.3.1) X ′
α //
f ′

X
f

Y ′
β // Y
is said to be pointwise Cartesian, if for any algebraically closed field Ω, the corre-
sponding diagram of Ω-points is Cartesian.
For pointwise Cartesian diagrams with reasonable finiteness conditions, proper
base change theorem also holds:
4.3.2. Lemma. Suppose we have a pointwise Cartesian diagram (4.3.1) where all
maps are of finite type and f, f ′ are proper. Let F ∈ Dbc(X,Qℓ) be a constructible
Qℓ-complex on X, then we have a quasi-isomorphism
β∗f∗F ∼= f
′
∗α
∗F.
Proof. Let X ′′ = Y ′ ×Y X and f ′′ : X ′′ → Y ′ be the projection. Let ξ : X ′ → X ′′
be the natural map over Y ′, which is also proper. By the usual proper base change
for Cartesian diagrams, we reduce to showing that for any G ∈ Dbc(X
′′,Qℓ),
(4.3.2) f ′′! G
∼= f ′! ξ
∗G.
But we have
f ′∗ξ
∗G = f ′′! ξ∗ξ
∗G ∼= f ′′∗ (G⊗ ξ∗Qℓ).
Therefore to show (4.3.2), it suffices to show that the natural map ι : Qℓ → ξ∗Qℓ
is a quasi-isomorphism. Since both ξ∗Qℓ is constructible, it suffices to show that ι
is an isomorphism on the stalks of every geometry point x′′ ∈ X ′′(Ω), i.e.,
(4.3.3) ιx′′ : Qℓ → H
∗(ξ−1(x′′),Qℓ)
is an isomorphism. By Definition 4.3.1, ξ−1(x′′)(Ω) is a singleton. Therefore, the
reduced structure of ξ−1(x′′) is Spec Ω, and (4.3.3) obviously holds. 
Consider the norm map
NY ′/Aint : Quot
2d(ω(D0)/Y
′/Aint)→ Sym2d(Y ′/Aint).
4.3.3. Lemma. The diagram
N sm
gsm

NY ′/Asm◦r
′
β // Sym2d(Y ′/Asm)
πY2d

Asm × B×
div // Sym2d(Y/Asm)
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is pointwise Cartesian.
Proof. Since N sm is reduced, to check the commutativity of the diagram, it suffices
to check on geometric points. Therefore, we fix a geometric point (a, b) ∈ Asm(Ω)×
B×(Ω), and prove that the diagram is commutative and pointwise Cartesian at the
same time. Again we omit Ω in the sequel.
Let div(a, b) =
∑r
t=1mtyt with {yt} distinct points on Ya. Recall πa : Y
′
a → Ya
is the e´tale double cover induced from π : X ′ → X . Let π−1a (yt) = {y
′
t, y
′′
t }. Then
a point OY ′a(−D0) ⊂ F
′ ⊂ ωY ′a/X(D0) is determined by the torsion sheaf Q
′ =
ωY ′a/X(D0)/F
′, which is a quotient of ωY ′a/X(D0)/OY ′a(−D0). Since Y
′
a is smooth,
Q′ is in turn determined by its divisor
∑r
t=1m
′
ty
′
t+m
′′
t y
′′
t ≤ π
−1
a (div(a, b)). The line
bundle F ′ is self-dual if and only if m′t +m
′′
t = mt (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.5.6).
Therefore, the image of the divisor of Q is div(a, b). This proves the commutativity
of the diagram. But this also shows that the map Na,b → π
Y,−1
2d (div(a, b)) is a
bijection on Ω-points. This completes the proof. 
4.3.4. Lemma. Fix δ ≥ 1, deg(D) ≥ cδ and n(deg(D0)− g + 1) ≥ δ + gY . Then
(1) For each −d ≤ i ≤ d, div∗KYd−i[dimA+ dimB] is a perverse sheaf.
(2) We define
Kd−i := j
sm
!∗ (div
∗KYd−i[dimA+ dimB])[− dimA− dimB]
where jsm : Asm ×B× →֒ A≤δ ×B× is the open inclusion. Then we have a
natural decomposition
g≤δ∗ Qℓ
∼=
d⊕
i=−d
Kd−i.
Proof. (1) By Lemma 4.3.3 and Lemma 4.3.2, we have
div∗πY2d,∗Qℓ
∼= gsm∗ Qℓ.
Since gsm is finite and N sm is smooth, gsm∗ Qℓ[dimA + dimB] is a perverse sheaf.
But by Lemma 4.2.3, KYd−i is a direct summand of π
Y
2d,∗Qℓ, hence div
∗KYd−i is a
direct summand of div∗πY2d,∗Qℓ
∼= gsm∗ Qℓ. Therefore div
∗KYd−i[dimA + dimB] is
also a perverse sheaf.
(2) follows from the smallness of g≤δ proved in Proposition 3.5.2. 
4.4. The global matching theorem. The global part of the main theorem of the
paper is:
4.4.1. Theorem. Fix δ ≥ 1,deg(D) ≥ cδ and n(deg(D0) − g + 1) ≥ δ + gY . Then
for −d ≤ i ≤ d, there is a natural isomorphism in Dbc(A
≤δ × B×):
(4.4.1) f≤δi,∗ Ld−i
∼= Kd−i,
hence an isomorphism
d⊕
i=−d
f≤δi,∗ Ld−i
∼= g≤δ∗ Qℓ.
The proof of the theorem will occupy the rest of the section. We first prove a
relatively easy case of the theorem.
4.4.2. Lemma. Theorem 4.4.1 holds if −d+ 2gY − 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 2gY + 1.
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Proof. For δ ≥ 1,deg(D) ≥ cδ, n(deg(D0) − g + 1) > δ + gY and i in the above
range, by Proposition 3.2.6 and 3.3.2, Minti and N
int are smooth. Moreover, by
Proposition 3.5.2, the morphisms f≤δi are small. Therefore both f
≤δ
i,∗ Ld−i and Kd−i
are middle extensions on A≤δ ×B×. Hence it suffices to establish the isomorphism
(4.4.1) on the dense open subset Asm × B× ⊂ A≤δ × B×.
The morphism ν (see (4.1.1)) restricted on Msmi factors as:
νsm :Msmi
fdiv
−−→ Id−i,2d
τ
−→ Symd−i(Y/Asm)→ Symd−i(X/k).
Therefore, we have
Ld−i|Msmi = ν
sm,∗LXd−i
∼= d˜iv
∗
τ∗LYd−i.
Applying proper base change to the Cartesian diagram (4.2.1), we get
f smi,∗ Ld−i
∼= f smi,∗ d˜iv
∗
τ∗LYd−i
∼= div∗τ ′∗τ
∗LYd−i
∼= div∗KYd−i = Kd−i|Asm×B× .

Now we deal with the general case. Choose a closed point ∞ ∈ |X |, let A∞ be
the open subset of Aint where pa : Ya → X is e´tale over∞; let (Aint×B×)∞ be the
open subset of A∞×B× consisting of points (a, b) such that γa,b is an isomorphism
over ∞ (or equivalently, div(a, b) avoids ∞). If we vary ∞ ∈ |X | (even if we are
restricted to those ∞ which are split in X ′), the open sets (Aint ×B×)∞ obviously
cover Aint×B×. Now the theorem reduces to the following Proposition. In fact, by
this Proposition, for all −d ≤ i ≤ d, f≤δi,∗ Ld−i|(A≤δ×B×)∞ is then a middle extension
on (A≤δ ×B×)∞. Since this is true for any split ∞, we conclude that f≤δi,∗ Ld−i is a
middle extension on A≤δ × B×. Then we can apply the argument of Lemma 4.4.2
to finish the proof of Theorem 4.4.1.
4.4.3. Proposition. Suppose ∞ is split in X ′. Then for each −d ≤ i ≤ d, the
complex f≤δi,∗ Ld−i|(A≤δ×B×)∞ is a middle extension on (A
≤δ × B×)∞.
Proof. For each N ≥ 0, let DN = D0+N∞ be a new divisor on X . We can use DN
instead of D0 to define the various moduli spaces and they enjoy all the properties
we have proved so far. For those moduli spaces that depends on the choice of
DN , we add subscripts “D0” or “DN” to emphasize the dependence. Consider the
embedding
ιN : (A
int × B×D0)
∞ →֒ Aint × B×D0 →֒ A
int × B×DN
given simply by the embeddings H0(X,OX(2D0)⊗L(D)⊗i) →֒ H0(X,OX(2DN)⊗
L(D)⊗i) induced by the natural embedding OX(2D0) →֒ OX(2DN). Recall from
Remark 3.2.5 that we use D and D0 to define an integer d = n(n− 1) deg(D)/2 +
n deg(D0). Let dN := n(n− 1) deg(D)/2 + n deg(DN ) = d+Nn[k(∞) : k].
Let p−1(∞) is the preimage of ∞ in the universal spectral curve Y∞ → A∞,
and 2Np−1(∞) is viewed as a flat family of subschemes of Y∞ → A∞, the 2N th
infinitesimal neighborhood of p−1(∞) in Y . For each 0 ≤ i∞ ≤ 2Nn[k(∞) : k],
consider the Hilbert scheme of the scheme 2Np−1(∞) over A∞:
hi∞ : Hilb
i∞(2Np−1(∞))/A∞)→ A∞.
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We claim that for any −dN ≤ j ≤ dN we have a Cartesian diagram
(4.4.2)
∐
M∞D0,i ×A∞ Hilb
i∞(2Np−1(∞))/A∞)
f∞D0,i×hi∞

eιN //MintDN ,j
f intDN,j

(Aint × B×D0)
∞ ιN // Aint × B×DN
where the disjoint union is over the set i+ (Nn− i∞)[k(∞) : k] = j and 0 ≤ i∞ ≤
2Nn; the morphism f∞D0,i : M
∞
D0,i
→ (Aint × B×D0)
∞ is the restriction of f∞D0,i.
In fact, the verification of this Cartesian diagram is same as proving the product
formula 3.4.1, except here we are working over the base (Aint×B×D0)
∞ rather than
over a point.
We also have a commutative diagram relating the maps ν (see the beginning of
§4.1) in the situation of D0 and DN :
M∞D0,i ×A∞ Hilb
i∞(2Np−1(∞))/A∞)
νD0

eιN(i,i∞) //MintDN ,j
νDN

Symd−i((X −∞)/k)
+i∞∞ // SymdN−j(X/k)
Since ∞ is split in X ′, the pull-back of L to Spec k(x) (via x) is a trivial local
system. Hence by Lemma 4.1.2, we have (+i∞∞)∗LXdN−j
∼= LXd−i. Therefore
ι˜N (i, i∞)
∗LdN−j = ι˜N (i, i∞)
∗ν∗DNL
X
dN−j
∼= ν∗D0(+i∞∞)
∗LXd−i = Ld−i ⊠A∞ Qℓ.
Applying proper base change to the diagram 4.4.2, we have
(4.4.3) ι∗Nf
int
DN ,j,∗LdN−j
∼=
⊕
i+(Nn−i∞)[k(∞):k]=j
f∞D0,i,∗Ld−i ⊠A∞ hi∞,∗Qℓ.
Since ∞ is split in X ′, we fix a point ∞′ ∈ |X ′| over ∞ and let p′−1(∞′) be its
preimage in the family of curves Y ′∞ → A∞. Similarly, we have a Hilbert scheme
for 0 ≤ i∞ ≤ 2Nn[k(∞) : k]:
h′i∞ : Hilb
i∞(2Np′−1(∞′))/A∞)→ A∞.
We also have a Cartesian diagram
(4.4.4)
∐2Nn
i∞=0
N∞D0 ×A∞ Hilb
i∞(2Np′−1(∞′))/A∞)
g∞D0×h
′
i∞

eι′N // N intDN
gintDN

(Aint × B×D0)
∞ ιN // Aint × B×DN
where g∞D0 : N
∞
D0
→ (Aint × B×D0)
∞ is the restriction of gintD0 . This diagram can be
verified similarly using the argument of the product formula 3.4.2, and notice that
since∞ is split in X ′, we have the isomorphism (2.7.2) by Lemma 2.7.3, which also
works over (Aint×B×)∞ to justify the appearance of Hilbi∞(2Np′−1(∞′))/A∞) in
the above diagram. Applying proper base change to the diagram 4.4.4, we get
(4.4.5) ι∗Ng
int
DN ,∗Qℓ
∼=
2Nn⊕
i∞=0
g∞D0,∗Qℓ ⊠A∞ h
′
i∞,∗Qℓ.
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Claim. For each 0 ≤ i∞ ≤ 2Nn[k(∞) : k], hi∞,∗Qℓ and h
′
i∞,∗
Qℓ are local systems
on A∞.
Proof. We prove the statement for hi∞,∗Qℓ, and argument for the other one is the
same. Let S = 2Np−1(∞)→ A∞ be the universal family of subschemes of Y |A∞ .
Then by the definition of A∞, Sred = p−1(∞) is finite e´tale over A∞. Let T → A∞
be a Galois e´tale cover which splits Sred/A∞. We base change the situation from
A∞ to T :
ST =
∐n[k(∞):k]
r=1 Sr
//

S

T
t // A∞
where ST splits into pieces Sr. Each S
red
r
∼= T and Sr is the 2N th infinitesimal
neighborhood of Sredr ⊂ Y ×A∞ T . Therefore we have a Cartesian diagram∏
r
∐
ir
Hilbir (Sr/T ) //
Q ‘
hTir

∐
i∞
Hilbi∞(S/A∞)
hi∞

T
t // A∞
where the product is the fibered product over T . By proper base change, we have
(4.4.6)
2Nn[k(∞):k]⊕
i∞=0
t∗hi∞,∗Qℓ
∼=
n[k(∞):k]⊗
r=1
(
2N⊕
ir=0
hTir,∗Qℓ
)
.
Now each finite map Sr → T has geometric fibers of the form SpecΩ[x]/x2N ,
therefore the reduced geometric fibers of each Hilbir (Sr/T ) is a single point if
0 ≤ ir ≤ 2N , hence hTir ,∗Qℓ = Qℓ. By (4.4.6), we conclude that t
∗hi∞,∗Qℓ is a
local system on T , hence hi∞,∗Qℓ is a local system on A
∞ because t : T → A∞ is
e´tale. 
Since each g∞,≤δD0,∗ Qℓ is a middle extension (Proposition 3.3.2 and 3.5.2) and each
h′i∞,∗Qℓ is a local system, ι
∗
Ng
≤δ
DN ,∗
Qℓ is also a middle extension by the isomorphism
(4.4.5). Recall that we have a decomposition g≤δDN ,∗Qℓ
∼= ⊕jKDN ,dN−j , therefore
each ι∗NKDN ,dN−j is also a middle extension on (A
≤δ × B×D0)
∞.
For −dN + 2gY − 1 ≤ j ≤ dN − 2gY + 1, we know from Lemma 4.4.2 that
f≤δDN ,j,∗LdN−j
∼= KDN ,dN−j .
Hence
(4.4.7) ι∗Nf
≤δ
DN ,j,∗
LdN−j
∼= ι∗NKDN ,dN−j
are both middle extensions on (A≤δ×B×)∞. Now we chooseN such thatNn[k(∞) :
k] ≥ 2gY −1 (note that gY only depends on deg(D), hence independent of N). Then
for any −d ≤ i ≤ d, we have
−dN + 2gY − 1 ≤ i ≤ dN − 2gY + 1,
which means (according to the isomorphism (4.4.3)) that f∞,≤δD0,i,∗Ld−i⊠A∞ hNn,∗Qℓ
appears as a direct summand of ι∗Nf
≤δ
DN ,i,∗
LdN−i, which is a middle extension by
(4.4.7). Since hNn,∗Qℓ is a local system by the above Claim, we conclude that
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f∞,≤δD0,i,∗Ld−i is also a middle extension on (A
≤δ × B×)∞, for any −d ≤ i ≤ d, as
desired. 
5. Proof of the local main theorem
We prove Theorem 2.7.1 in this section. Suppose char(F ) = char(k) = p >
max{n, 2}. We are left with the case k′/k nonsplit, and we assume this from
here on. We fix a collection of invariants (a0, b0) with a0i , b
0
i ∈ O
σ=(−1)i
E which is
strongly regular semisimple. Suppose valF (∆a0,b0) is even. Let δ(a
0) be the local
Serre invariant associated to the algebra Ra0 . i.e., δ(a
0) = dimk(R˜a0/Ra0) where
R˜a0 is the normalization of Ra0 .
5.1. Local constancy of the local moduli spaces. In this subsection, we prove
an analogous statement to [12, Proposition 3.5.1] in our situation. This is a geo-
metric interpretation of the Harish-Chandra’s theorem on local constancy of orbital
integrals.
5.1.1.Proposition. There is an integer N ≥ 1 (depending on (a0, b0)) such that for
any field Ω ⊃ k and any collection of invariants (a, b) with ai, bi ∈ (OE⊗kΩ)σ=(−1)
i
,
if (a, b) ≡ (a0, b0) mod ̟N , then
(1) (a, b) is strongly regular semisimple;
(2) δ(a) ≤ δ(a0) + n/2;
(3) There are canonical isomorphisms of schemes over Ω:
Mloci,a,b ⊗k Ω ∼= M
loc
i,a0,b0 ⊗k Ω
N loca,b ⊗k Ω
∼= N loca0,b0 ⊗k Ω
Proof. We stick to the case Ω = k, the general case is argued in the same way.
First of all, by Lemma 2.2.4, the strong regular semisimplicity of (a, b) is checked
by the nonvanishing of polynomials equations with OF -coefficients in ai, bi: the
discriminant Disc(Pa) of the polynomial Pa(t) = t
n − a1tn− 1 · · · + (−1)nan and
the ∆-invariant ∆a,b. Whenever (a, b) ≡ (a
0, b0) mod ̟N , we have
Disc(Pa) ≡ Disc(Pa0) mod ̟
N
∆a,b ≡ ∆a0,b0 mod ̟
N
If we choose N > max{valF (Disc(Pa0)), valF (∆a0,b0)}, then whenever (a, b) ≡
(a0, b0) mod ̟N , Disc(Pa) and ∆a,b are nonzero, hence (a, b) are strongly regular
semisimple.
Now fix this choice of N and any (a, b) such that ai, bi ∈ (OE ⊗k Ω)σ=(−1)
i
and
(a, b) ≡ (a0, b0) mod ̟N . Let γ0 = γa0,b0 and γ = γa,b
By the formula for δ(a) ([4] and [12, §3.7]), we have
δ(a) ≤ valF (Disc(Pa))/2 = valF (Disc(Pa0))/2 ≤ δ(a
0) + n/2.
Since N ≥ valF (∆a0,b0) = valF (∆a,b), we have
R∨a /γ(Ra) = (R
∨
a /̟
NR∨a )/γ(Ra/̟
NRa)(5.1.1)
R∨a0/γ
0(Ra0) = (R
∨
a0/̟
NR∨a0)/γ
0(Ra0/̟
NRa0).(5.1.2)
We prove that Mloci,a,b and M
loc
i,a0,b0 are canonically isomorphic. Firstly we have
a canonical isomorphism of OF /̟NOF -algebras
ι : Ra/̟
NRa ∼= Ra0/̟
NRa0 .
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We also have a commutative diagram
Ra/̟
NRa
γ //
ι

R∨a /̟
NR∨a
Ra0/̟
NRa0
γ0 // R∨a0/̟
NR∨a0
ι∨
OO
because γ mod ̟N only depends on (a, b) mod ̟N . Therefore, from (5.1.1) and
(5.1.2) we conclude that R∨a /γ(Ra) as an Ra/̟
NRa-module is canonically isomor-
phic to R∨a0/γ
0(Ra0) as an Ra0/̟
NRa0-module. Looking back into the definition
of Mloci,a,b, we observe that this scheme canonically only depends on R
∨
a /γ(Ra) as
an Ra-module. Therefore we get a canonical isomorphism Mloci,a,b
∼=Mloci,a0,b0 .
The argument for the other isomorphism N loca,b
∼= N loca0,b0 is the same. 
5.2. Preparations. We fix a smooth, projective and geometrically connected curve
X over k of genus g with a k-point x0. Also fix an e´tale double cover π : X
′ → X ,
also geometrically connected, with only one closed point x′0 above x0. We choose
identifications OF
∼
→ OX,x0 and OE ∼= OX′,x′0 .
Fix an integer δ ≥ δ(a0) + n/2. Fix effect divisors D = 2D′ and D0 on X ,
disjoint from x0, such that
deg(D) ≥ max{cδ, 2g + 2Nn+ 1}
deg(D0) ≥
n− 1
2
deg(D) + 2g +max
{
δ
n
, (1 +
1
n
)N
}
These numerical assumptions will make sure that all the numerical conditions in
the propositions or lemmas of the paper (including those which we are about to
prove) are satisfied.
For each closed point x : Spec k(x)→ X , let ̟x be a uniformizing parameter of
OX,x and Fx the field of fractions of OX,x; let Frobx be the geometric Frobenius
element in Gal(k(x)/k(x)). Let Ex be the ring of total fractions of OX′,x. Let ηx
be the quadratic character of F×x associated to the quadratic extension Ex/Fx.
Recall that the double cover π : X ′ → X gives a local system L according to
Notation 1.6.4. Let Lx = x
∗L be the rank one local system on Spec k(x) given by
the pull-back of L via x : Spec k(x)→ X . Then we have
(5.2.1) ηx(̟x) = Tr(Frobx, Lx)
Let A0 × B0 ⊂ A× B be the affine subspace consisting of (a, b) such that
(a, b) ≡ (a0, b0) mod ̟N
5.2.1. Lemma. Let A′0 ⊂ A0∩A
≤δ the open locus of a such that Ya is smooth away
from p−1a (x). If deg(D) ≥ 2g+ 2Nn+1 and 2 deg(D0) ≥ 2g+N − 1, then A
′
0 and
B0 are nonempty.
Proof. First we have to make sure that A0 and B0 are nonempty. For this it suffices
to show that the following evaluation maps at a N th infinitesimal neighborhood of
x are surjective:
H0(X,L(D)⊗i) → OF /̟
N , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
H0(X,OX(2D0)⊗ L(D)
⊗i) → OF /̟
N , 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
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which is guaranteed as long as deg(D) ≥ 2g +N − 1 and 2 deg(D0) ≥ 2g +N − 1.
Next we make sure that A0∩Aint is nonempty. By Proposition 5.1.1, any a ∈ A0
is strongly regular semisimple at x0, hence in particular Ra is reduced. This implies
A0 ⊂ A♥. By Lemma 3.2.1,
codimA♥(A
♥ −Aint) ≥ deg(D) > 2Nn ≥ codimA♥(A0)
Therefore A0 ∩ Aint 6= ∅.
Finally we prove that A′0 is nonempty. We base change the whole situation to
k. We use the argument for the Bertini’s theorem. For details, we refer to [12,
Proposition 4.6.1]. We only point out the for deg(D) ≥ 2g +N + 1, the evaluation
maps at both x0 and any other x ∈ X(k):
ev(x0)⊕ ev(x) : H
0(X ⊗k k,L(D)
⊗i)→ OF /̟
N
⊕
OX⊗kk,x/̟
2
x
is also surjective. This is all we need to apply the Bertini argument.
We still have to check that for each a ∈ A′0, δ(a) ≤ δ. But since Ya is smooth
away from p−1a (x0), we have δ(a) = δ(a, x) ≤ δ(a
0) + n/2 ≤ δ by Proposition
5.1.1(2). 
Since A′0 is geometrically irreducible (because it is an open subset of an affine
space) and nonempty, it contains a km-point for everym ≥ m0. Now we fixm ≥ m0
and fix a point a ∈ A′0(km). We base change the whole situation from k to km;
in particular, let Xm = X ⊗k km. Since D and D0 are disjoint from x0, the
trivializations that we fixed allow us to get σ-equivariant isomorphisms:
Ra(OE ⊗k km) ∼= OY ′a(−D0)|SpecOY ′a,x0
;
R∨a (OE ⊗k km)
∼= ωY ′a/X(D0)|SpecOY ′a,x0
.
5.2.2. Lemma. If n(deg(D0)−g+1) ≥ (n+1)N+gY , then there exists b ∈ B0(km)
such that for each closed point x 6= x0 of Xm, N xax,bx(km(x)) 6= ∅.
Proof. We first choose any b ∈ B0(km) (which exists because B0 6= ∅ is an affine
space over k). The pair (a, b) determines γ = γa,b : Ra ⊗k km →֒ R∨a ⊗k km.
Claim. There exists F ′ ∈ P ic(Y ′a) and a homomorphism h : F
′ →֒ σ∗F ′∨ such that
(1) σ∗h∨ = h;
(2) h is an isomorphism away from p′−1a (x
′
0);
(3) There is an isomorphism ι : F ′|SpecOY ′a,x0
∼= Ra(OE ⊗k km) such that the
following diagram is commutative
F ′|SpecOY ′a,x0
ι

h // σ∗F ′∨|SpecOY ′a,x0
Ra(OE ⊗k km)
σR◦γ // R∨a (OE ⊗k km)
σ∗ι∨
OO
Proof. Let R˜ be the normalization ofRa⊗kkm. We can write R˜ =
∏r
t R˜t where each
R˜t is a DVR with residue field km(Rt). After choosing an isomorphism R
∨
a ⊗k km
∼=
Ra⊗k km of Ra ⊗k km-modules (which exists because Ra ⊗k km is Gorenstein), we
can view γ as an element of Ra ⊗k km. In terms of the above decomposition,
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γ = (γ1, · · · , γr) where γt ∈ R˜t, and we have
(5.2.2) valF (∆a0,b0) = valF⊗kkm(∆a,b) =
r∑
t=1
valRt(γt)[km(Rt) : km].
Since valF (∆a0,b0) is even, the RHS is also even.
Then condition (1) is automatically satisfied once we have such an h since Y ′a
is geometrically irreducible. Let U ′ = Y ′a − p
′−1(x′0). Suppose F
′
0 is a line bundle
on U ′ with an isomorphism h0 : F ′0
∼
→ σ∗F ′∨0 . Such a line bundle exists because
we have a Kostant section Aint → NHit|Aint by [10, §2.3] when D = 2D
′. The
existence of the Kostant section requires that char(k) > n. Any other σ-conjugate
self-dual line bundle on U ′ has the form F ′0 ⊗ G where G is a line bundle on U
′
with an isomorphism s : G
∼
→ σ∗G−1. We want to glue (F ′0 ⊗ G, h0 ⊗ s) with
(Ra(OE ⊗k km), σR ◦ γ) over the punctured formal neighborhood U ′x0 of p
′−1
a (x
′
0)
to get the desired pair (F ′, h). For this we have to choose an isomorphism
ρ : F ′0 ⊗ G|U ′x0
∼= Ra(E ⊗k km)
such that the following diagram is commutative:
F ′0 ⊗ G|U ′x0
h0⊗s//
ρ

σ∗(F ′0 ⊗ G)
∨|U ′x0 σ
∗F ′∨0 ⊗ σ
∗G−1|U ′x0
Ra(E ⊗k km)
σ◦γ // Ra(E ⊗k km)
σ∗ρ∨
OO
We can translate this problem into the language of ide`les. Let K (resp. K ′) be
the function field of the geometrically connected curve Ya (resp. Y
′
a) over km. Let
AK (resp. AK′) be the set of ade`les of K (resp. K
′) with OK (resp. OK′) the
product of local rings integers. Let Nm : A×K′ → A
×
K be the norm map. Then R˜
is the product of local fields corresponding to places of K over x0. Thus we get a
canonical embedding R˜ ⊂ AK . In particular, we can identify γ with an ide`le in A
×
K
which is nontrivial only at places over x0.
A choice of the above pair (G, s, ρ) (up to isomorphism) is the same as the choice
of an ide`le class θ ∈ K ′×\A×K′/O
×
K′ such that Nm(θ) = θ · σθ = γ as an ide`le class
in K×\A×K/O
×
K . Let WK′ and WK be the Weil groups of K
′ and K. By class field
theory, we have the following commutative diagram
K ′×\A×K′
ArtK′≀

Nm // K×\A×K
ArtK≀

∂ // Z/2
≀

W abK′
// W abK
// Gal(K ′/K)
where the map ∂ is defined by
∂(ξ) =
∑
v nonsplit
valKv (ξv)[kv : km] mod 2
where v runs over all places of K which is nonsplit in K ′ and kv is the residue field
of OKv . Now to solve our problem, i.e., to solve the equation Nm(θ) = γ, the only
obstruction is ∂(γ). Since x0 is nonsplit in X
′
m, a place v over x0 is nonsplit in K
′
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if and only if [kv : km] is odd. Therefore
∂(γ) ≡
∑
v|x0,[kv :km] odd
valKv (γv)[kv : km]
≡
∑
v|x0
valKv (γv)[kv : km]
=
r∑
t=1
valRt(γt)[k(Rt) : km] mod 2.
But the RHS is even by (5.2.2), hence ∂(γ) = 0. Therefore we can always find θ ∈
K ′×\A×K′ such that Nm(θ) = γ. Translating back into geometry, we have found the
desired (G, s, ρ) and hence we can glue (F ′0⊗G, h0⊗s) with (Ra(OE⊗k km), σR ◦γ)
over U ′x0 to get the desired (F
′, h). The isomorphism ι : F ′|SpecOY ′a,x0
∼= Ra(OE⊗k
km) is tautologically given by the gluing. 
Now we pick such a triple (F ′, h, ι) from the above Claim. By construction, we
have
χ(Y ′a,F
′) = −2n(g − 1)− valF⊗kkm(∆a,b)/2
Claim. There is a homomorphism α′ : OY ′a(−D0)→ F
′ such that the composition
ι ◦ α′ : Ra(OE ⊗k km) ∼= OY ′a,x0
α′
−→ F ′|SpecOY ′a,x0
ι
−→ Ra(OE ⊗k km)
is the identity modulo ̟N .
Proof. Consider the following evaluation map at the N th infinitesimal neighborhood
of p′−1a (x
′
0) ⊂ Y
′
a:
ev : F ′(D0)→ F
′(D0)|SpecOY ′a,x0
ι
−→ Ra(OE ⊗k km)⊗OF (OF /̟
N ).
Let K be the kernel of ev, which is a coherent sheaf on Y ′a. By Grothendieck-Serre
duality, we have
H1(Y ′a,K) ∼= HomY ′a(K, ωY ′a )
∨.
But since
χ(Y ′a,K) = χ(Y
′
a,F
′(D0))− 2nN
= − valF⊗kkm(∆a,b)/2 + 2n(deg(D0)− g + 1)− 2nN
≥ 2n(deg(D0)− g + 1)− (2n+ 1)N
≥ 2gY > g
′
Y − 1 = χ(Y
′
a, ωY ′a),
we must have Hom(K, ωY ′a) = 0, therefore H
1(Y ′a,K) = 0. This implies that
ev : HomY ′a(OY ′a (−D0),F
′) = H0(Y ′a,F
′(D0))→ Ra(OE ⊗k km)⊗OF (OF /̟
N)
is surjective. Hence there exists α′ ∈ HomY ′a(OY ′a(−D0),F
′) such that ι◦ev(α′) ≡ 1
mod ̟N . 
Now let γ′ be the composition
OY ′a(−D0)
α′
−→ F ′
h
−→ σ∗F ′∨
σ∗α′∨
−−−−→ ωY ′a(D0).
Then γ′ gives back another b′ ∈ B(km). From the construction it is clear that
b′ ≡ b mod ̟N , therefore b′ ∈ B0(km). Now for each closed point x 6= x0 of
Xm, the local moduli space N xax,b′x(km(x)) is nonempty because it contains a point
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given by F ′|SpecOY ′a,x
(this is self-dual because h is an isomorphism over x 6= x0 by
construction). Therefore, the pair (a, b′) satisfies the requirement of the Lemma. 
5.3. The proof. Now for each m ≥ m0, we have a pair (a, b) ∈ A′0(km)× B0(km)
such that the condition in Lemma 5.2.2 holds. Using Theorem 4.4.1, taking the
stalks of the two complexes in (4.4.1) at the point (a, b), we get an isomorphism of
graded Frobmk modules:
(5.3.1)
d⊕
i=−d
H•(Mi,a,b ⊗km k, Ld−i) ∼= H
•(Na,b ⊗km k,Qℓ).
By the product formulae (3.4.1) and (3.4.2), we can rewrite (5.3.1) as
⊗
x∈|Xm|
(⊕
ix
H•
((
Reskm(x)/kmM
x
ix,ax,bx
)
⊗km k,Reskm(x)/km L
⊗ix
x
))
∼=
⊗
x∈|Xm|
H•
((
Reskm(x)/km N
x
ax,bx
)
⊗km k,Qℓ
)
.
Here Reskm(x)/km Lx is the local system of rank one on Reskm(x)/km Spec km(x)
induced from Lx. We have such a tensor product decomposition on the LHS because
the local system Ld−i on Mi,a,b, when pulled-back via the isomorphism (3.4.1),
becomes ⊠x∈|Xm|Reskm(x)/km L
⊗ix
x on
∏
x∈|Xm|
Reskm(x)/kmM
x
ix,ax,bx
(cf. Lemma
4.1.2).
We use the following abbreviations
M jx :=
⊕
ix
Hj
((
Reskm(x)/kmM
x
ix,ax,bx
)
⊗km k,Reskm(x)/km L
⊗ix
x
)
N jx := H
j(
(
Reskm(x)/km N
x
ax,bx
)
⊗km k,Qℓ).
M j0 :=
valF (∆a0,b0 )⊕
i=0
Hj
(
Mloci,a0,b0 ⊗k k,Qℓ(ηk′/k)
⊗i
)
;
N j0 := H
j(N loca0,b0 ⊗k k,Qℓ).
where the first two are Frobmk -modules and the last two are Frobk-modules.
By Proposition 5.1.1, we have
M jx0
∼=M
j
0 ; N
j
x0
∼= N
j
0
as Frobmk -modules.
On the other hand, since we have assumed that Ya is smooth away from p
−1
a (x0),
for any x 6= x0, the local moduli spacesMxix,ax,bx and N
x
ax,bx
are zero-dimensional,
hence no higher cohomology. For x 6= x0, we write Mx (resp. Nx) for M0x (resp.
N0x). Therefore for each j, we get an isomorphism of Frob
m
k -modules:
M j0 ⊗
 ⊗
x0 6=x∈|Xm|
Mx
 ∼= N j0 ⊗
 ⊗
x0 6=x∈|Xm|
Nx
 .
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Taking the traces of Frobmk , and using the Lefschetz trace formula for M
x
ix,ax,bx
and N xax,bx , we get for any j ≥ 0,
Tr(Frobmk ,M
j
0 )
∏
x0 6=x∈|Xm|
(∑
ix
ηx(̟x)
ix#Mxix,ax,bx(km(x))
)
(5.3.2)
= Tr(Frobmk , N
j
0 )
∏
x0 6=x∈|Xm|
#N xax,bx(km(x)).(5.3.3)
Here we used (5.2.1). Since Ya is smooth away from p
−1
a (x0), for x 6= x0, Rax
∼=
OYa,x is a product of DVRs, and we can apply Lemma 2.5.6 to conclude that∑
ix
ηx(̟x)
ix#Mxix,ax,bx(km(x)) = #N
x
ax,bx(km(x)), ∀x 6= x0.
Moreover, the RHS for each x 6= x0 is nonzero, because (a, b) satisfies the condition
in Lemma 5.2.2. Therefore (5.3.2) implies
Tr(Frobmk ,M
j
0 ) = Tr(Frob
m
k , N
j
0 ), ∀j ≥ 0.
Since this is true for any m ≥ m0, we get an isomorphism of semi-simplified
Frobk-modules
M j,ss0
∼= N
j,ss
0 .
But by Lemma 2.7.3, M j0 and N
j
0 are isomorphic as Frob
2
k-modules. Therefore
we can conclude that M j0
∼= N
j
0 as Frobk-modules since the unipotent part of the
Frobk action is uniquely determined by that of Frob
2
k by taking the square root.
This proves the main theorem.
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